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THIRTIETH CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.

Report No. 104.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTA1'IVES.

WILLIAM MEDILL, COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

FEBRUARY 17, 1849.
Laid upon the table.

Mr. FRIEs, from the majority of the Select Committee appointed
for that purpose, made the following

REPORT:
rhe Select Committee "appointed to inquire into and fully investi~
gate the course p'ursued by the Commissioner of Indian .lltfairs in,
the administration of his official duties, and especially into the
c!wrges made and preferred in debate in this body on the 9th day
of .llugust, 1848, by the Hon. T. L. Clingman, a member of this
House," and to which said committee the resolution adopted on.
the 12th .ll.ugust, 1848, was referred, resp ectjully report.:
The committee met for the purpose directed by the. r-esolution,
on the 17th day of December, in the room of the Committee on
Indian Affairs, and the chairman was instructed to notify the Hon.
T. L. Clingman that the committee was prepared to proceed with
the investigation of such matters as were referred to them, and to
receive any communications he might be pleased to make. In
response to this no~ification, a communication was received from
the Hon.
r. Clingman, marked A, giving the names of sundry
witnesses to whom he referred for testimony to sustain the charges
he had made; and said witnesses were duly summoned. On the
19th of December, by direction of the committee, another letter
was addressed to the Hon. Mr. Clingman, requesting him to ipform
the committee whether a report of his remarks, as published in the
daily National Intelligencer, of the 11th of August last, (appendix
B,) was correct; and if so, to furnish the authority upon which he
made the charges, and the names of the witnesses by whom the ·
same might be proved. To this communication he made a reply,
to be found in appendix> marked C.
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On the 6th of January, the committee convened and commenced
the {'Xamination of the witnesses whose names were furnished by
the Hon. Mr. Clingman, nd also of other witnesses whose names
were given to the com mit tee by those subprenaed at his suggestion·
and the investigation continued patient]y and regulariy up to · th~
27th of January. The most thorough and searching inquiry has
been made into all the chaq~es and allegations preferred by the
Hon. J\IIr. Clingman on the floor of the House, as well as of such
other allegations as were made or insinuated by the witne~ses summoned on his behalf; and all whose names were furnished, with a
single exception of one w?ose residence was very remote fro.m
Washington, and whose ~esttmony could not have been p1 ocured In
any form before the adJO~rnment of the pres ent Congress, have
been la·d before the comm1ttee, and their testimony carefully written down and n~ad over word by word to the witnesses, by them
&igned, and preserved by the committee. This testimony is herewith appended and made a part of this report.
Not confining the testimony to the charges as substantially stated
in the letter of Hon. Mr. Clingman, of the 11th December, 1848,
above referred to, the committee thought proper to give a more
extended range to the in~'estigation, as well in justice to the accused as in fairnes~ to h1s ac · sers and the country. This was
called for by the nature of 1he inquiry imposed on the committee
and the importance of the Bureau, the ·integrity of whose administration and transactions had been impugned, and which is second
to no other subordinate division of the departments of this govern·
ment in importance and extent of duty, and which embraces in its
jurisdiction and con~rol ~ large~ necessary ~xpenditure of public
moneys, a greater d~v.ersl~Y ~f Inte~~sts, and ~ore complexiLy of
examination and decision m Its legtttn::ate busmess, the committte are fully borne out in saying, than that of any other sPparate
departmental office. And besides, the committee could not Jose
sight of the impor~ant fact, th~ t upon !he confi~ie?c.e of ~he aboriginal people. of tins. country, m.the fai.t hful ao.mmistr~twn of the
offiee of lndtan affatrs, our relatl ns wtth that Interestmg an1l numerous rare altogether dtpend; that their distrust of those intrusted with its control and management might involve the government
anu country in difficulty and war; that these interesting, though ignorant people, are individ_ually affected. by the· transa~tions of this
:Bureau, and look ~p t~ 1~ ~or prot~ctwn and guardianship; th~t
their whole wealth IS withm 1ts keepmg and contro1; anil that theu
adl'ance or decline in the scale of nationality and civilization
depenrls on the just and proper administration of the affairs of that
office by its Commissioner and th?se under him; and that towards
these singular people the sy mpath1es of not only all our own country, but of the whole world, concent~e_; and f.rom these considerations
the committee would have been denhct to 1ts duty, and would have
overlooked the importance of the investigation confided to it, had
it spared any effor_t or ~yoided any labor to .refi~h t~e truth or justice of the allegat10ns 1t has bern called to mquue Into and report

upon.
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The ch.arge~ preferred n~t having been reduced to formal charges
and specifications, the testimony was taken at large, and the witnesses were all interrogated as to their knowledge of any thing in
the administration of the official duties of the said Commissioner, or
of any act or transaction by him, affecting his integrity as a public
officer; and where facts were referred to in the answers of the witnesses, ·a detailed examination was made in every instance, as the
testimony appended will show.
To make the report more explicit in response to the several allegations, and those implied- by the terms of the resolution, the committee prefer to state the charges separatf'ly, and in this order to
rep()rt the result of its patient investigation of the matters referred
to it.
It is proper to remark, before stating · the charges as proposed
above, that not only the allegations against the present Commissioner of Indian Affairs, but those against the office over which he
presides, have been investigated, for the reasons given in the beginning of this report; in order that the truth may be known to the
country in regard to any distrust or suspicion in reference to the
office generally; and in order to ascertain the truth or falsehood of
rumors which have, as the committee are well aware, from time to
time been in circulation against that Bureau.
First. It is eharged that "little or no confidence could be placed
on statements or informatiOn derived from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs." [See appendix A.l In relation to this charge, how·
ever vague in its terms, the committee bad before them various
reports of the office of Indian Affairs upon divers cases and subjects
referred to by the witnesses; and in no instance was there any fact
elicited in the examination at all calculated to sustain any charge of
inaccuracy in the statements contained in said reports; and where
the witnesses stated their disapproval of the matter or the conclusions of any of said reports, it was found to be a mere difference of
opinion betwt=:en the Commis:.>ione · and themselves, and this disagreement of judgment seemed to the committee, in every instance,
to be produced by interest on the side of the witnesses. See the
testimony of Starrett, Bibb, Taylor, Rogers and Green. The committee need only say, that from the examination of the facts, &c.,
involved in these reports, and the testimony, the reports of Colonel
Medill are entitled to the very highest degree of C;Onfidence anJ
reliance, as well from the clearness of th.eir details as from their
historical and statistical accuracy.
Second. "That the Indian bureau was corrupt." Not an iota of
testimony, even from those witnesses who, it appeared in the course
of the investigation, had given currency to donbts and suspicions
against the Indian office, and from whom, doubtless, the honorable
gentleman whose remarks gave rise to this inquiry must ha\'e obtained the information upon which he made these charges, could
be obtained to sustain this charge; and the committee are con·
strained to say that there was a total failure of proof, in regard to
any allegation of corruption, either against the office of Indian
Affairs or the Commissioner, Colonel Medill.

·4
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Third. "That the head of it (Medill) was dishonest." · This
severe charge against a gentleman filling one of tlte most important offices of J,he government, was completdy disprnved before
the committee, even upon tl1e testimony of the most ''willing witnesses" against Commissioner Medill. Not a fact, or the shadow
of a truth, impugning the personal integrity of the accused, was
uttered by any witness before the committee; but all united in
ascribing to the Commissioner the highest order of personal and
official probity; and his integrity has passed the ordeal of a searching investigation, not only unassailed by proof, but the most bitter
of his accusers have borne the highest testimony in his favor.
Fourth. That "such was the distrust of those interested in the
transactions of that (the Indian) Bureau, that I (the Hon. Mr.
Clingman) have been applied to more than once to move a resolution directing that the books of toe Cherokee commission should
be removed to a place of greater security, for that it had been said
that the re~ords of the commission had been altered, and, in some
instances, by the officers of the Indian Bureau," (see appendix A.)
It was proper, in considering this charge, that the committee
should examine it in connexion with the qualification with which
it was made, in the following words: "This, however, I said was
reputed to have occurred during the time of Mr. Mcdill's predecessor." "It will be seen, therefore, that I preferred no specific .
charge against the Bureau as at prt:sent organized, but merely expressed an opinion generally founded on the statements of others."
Taking the whole charge and the qualification quoted, together,
the committee were under the necessity of enlarging the field of investigation beyond a reference to the present Commissioner; and in
noticmg this charge, thus generally brought to their notice, it is
due to the honorat.,le Mr. Clingman to state, that the committee
ascertained from some two of the witnesses, that they had made
the representations to the honorable gentleman to which his remarks referred. As an act of justice to the honorable Mr. Clingman, who was thus wantonly imp sed upon, the committee made a
searching inquiry into all the facts involved, and found that there
was not a scintilla of truth or fact to sustain the charge~ these witnesses had thus basely put in circulation. The office of Indian Af-.
fairs is fully exonerated in the testimony from all and every charge
made against it by these witnesses, in relation to alteration of
records, &c.; and said records, which were all before the committee, contradict every allegation on this subject. Not the slightest
alteration appeared upon these records with which the Indian office
had any connexion whatever; and, in one instance, where a slight
change of words in an unimportant entry was exhibited to the committee, the erasure of a word or two fsee the testimony of General
Eaton and Mr. Mix] was satisfactorily accounted for as having
been done without any improper design by one of the witnesses
himself, (General Eaton.) Taking all the testimony upon this
point together, as well in reference to Commissioner Medill's predecessor in office, as to that gentleman himself, the charge wholly
falls to the ground, without a word of evidence to sustain it; and
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the origin of this sev .. re accu~ation is traced down, unmistakeably
and certainly, to the cutting of a few useless and redundant leaves
from a private memorandum book belonging to a former Cherokee
commissioner-said book being his own private property, kept in
his own possession, and brought by him to the committee, and
which, the committee are fully satisfied, never was for a single moment, for any purpose, in the office of Indian AffAirs. Nor will it
be believed by any one who will read the testimony upon this
point, that Commissioner Medill, or any of his predecessors, or any
person in any way connected with the office of Indian Affairs, as
Commissioner, clerk, or in any other capacity, ever had any knowledge of said book, or had even ever seen it until it was brought
by its owner to the room in which this committee held its sittings!
A more insidious or more flagitious accusation was never before, perhap3, preferred against any man; and, in the history of Congressional investigations, we are sure a more thorough and complete
exposure and refutation of a specific charge never has been exhibited, than will be found in the testimony of the several witnesses,
in reference to this charge of mutilation of records.
The attention of the committee was invited by the Hon. Mr.
Clingman to the memorial of the Cherokee claimants, which he
submitted at the la5t session of Congres~; a nd the committee have
given said document a full examination. The principal object of
this memorial, appears to have been to show to Congress the propriety of providing for the appointment of another and a fifth board
of Cherokee commissioners; but it is made up of divers charges
and allegations of interference on the part of the War Department
with the decisions of the four several expired boards, to the
detriment of the rights of claimants, &c. Against the present
commissioner the said memorial makes two charges: First. That
before the last commissioners commenced their session, he issued
instructions to them in "violation of the good faith of the United
States, and in breach of the good faith of solemn treaties." These
instructions are referred to as contained in a letter from said Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated August 27, 1846, (see appendix.)
Second. That the Commissioner of Indian Affairs (Colonel Medill)
refused to suffer the records of the decisions of the commissioners
to be inspected by counsel, &c.; and that "by withholding the re- •
cords it was intended (by said Commissioner Me dill) that the
general presumption of fairness in the conduct of the business,
and of the correctness of the decisions of the board of commissioners, should be indulged." (See House document No. 8, 30th
Congress, 1st session, page 61.) The letter of August 27, 1846,
from Commiss:ioner Medill to Messrs. Brewster and Hardin, has
been carefully examined by the committee, and without 'inquiring ·
as to the question of the power or duty of the department to instruct said board of Cherokee commissioners, in relation to their
ourse, the committee find nothing in this letter which professes to be
in any way obligatory on the action of the Cherokee board. It very
properly refers to them the views of the Department, as made known
to fo
boards, for their information, merely, however, because
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Commissioner Medill expressly declines in it to give any opinion asto the correctness of these views of his predecessor referred to, for
the reason that the Attorney General was now made the umpire in
all cases where the commissioners might disagree. By inviting the
board to a free intercourse with the office of Indian Affairs, for the
purpose of arriving at such facts from its files and records as would
promote the ends of justice, Commissioner Medill was no more
than courteous to the new board; and no one seeking justice should
condemn him for this. The suggestion, in relation to the certificates of awards, was audressed to the consideration of the board,
and the reason for said suggestion was plainly given; and it was
in evidence before the committee- that the commissioners disregarded from the first this suggestion, and did issue the certificates
upon allowed cases; and those of them for whieh no appropriation
was made, are to this day in the office of the Second Auditor unpaiu! The correspondence between the office ·of Indian Affairs
and the Cherokee commissioRers, and the testimony given by the
, witnessts, fully disprove this eharge; an~ the committee can find
nothing in the course or co.nduct of Commissioner Medii!, in this
connexion, in the slightest degree inconsistent with a just sense of .
the treaties and laws under which the board was appointed, or
dE>rogating from his character as a correct and capable public
officer. The committee cannot forbear remarkinp-, in this connexion,
that some of those who have been complaining of these imaginary
''instructions," particularly those of the memorialists who signed
the letter of complaint to the President, dated May 10, 1847, have
betrayed a most singular inconsistency of conduct and judgment.
They insist most strenuously before this committee, and in their
memorial to Congress, that the Cherokee boar d of commissioners,
by tlte ·very nature of their appointment and organization, were
entirely independent of the War Department, and that every fonu.
and appearance of instruction from any·executive quarter, was
usurpation and unwarrantable interference, violative of the sacred
faith of treaties, &c., and yet, in their letter to the President of
lOth of May, 1847, they gravely and importunately demand that
said commissioners shall be "instructed" e·ven in ff~gard to the
manner of their proceedings, and their rules for the hearing and
adjudication of cases.
•
In relation to the charge of refusing an inspection of the Cherokee records, the committee find that the Commissioner did, for reasons stated in the letter to Mr. Bibb, of September 1st, 1847, and
which reasons· seem to the commit~ee to be well stated and sufficient, dt>cline to exhibit said records for indiscrimin-ate inspection; but the committee are relieved of all difficulty in determining
as. to the justice and official propriety of this refusal- so far, certamly, as Commissioner Me dill is concerned-by the fact that the
Secretary of War, whose subordinate officer Commissioner Meclill
is, had, upon the depositing of these records for .saf~ keeping in
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, given directions requiring the Cornmissioner of Indian Affairs to rleny all such applications as that of
Mr. :Bibb, of 7th of September, 1847. (See Secretary Marcy's let-,.
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ter, of 31st ultimo, to the committee in reply to questions addressed
to him on the 26th ultimo.) vVhether the reasons given by Secretary- :Marcy in his letter to the commtttee, for these orders in regard' to those records, are sufficient, it is enough that Commissioner
:Medill should observe then: properly, and with official courtesy
towards applicants; and it is not alleged, by any witness against
Comm 1ssioner M edill, that there was any harshness, or official
discourtesy in the manner or matter of the refusal aforesaid.
· The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in the judgment of the committee, is entitled to praise rather than censure for the pains taken
by him to satisfy applicants for an inspection of these records, of
he propriety of the order of the head of the Department, which it
~as his duty to carry o·ut and en force; and the committee refer to
the elaborate answer of the Indian office to the application of Mr.
Bibb, to he found in the appendix to this report, and also to the
letter to the Hon. H. V. Johns.o n, of August 2d, 1848, which
accompanies the letter of Secretary Marcy to this committee,
whic.h, taken in connexion with the testimony on this point, as
fully warranting the entire - acquittal_ of Commissioner Medill on
this charge. A third charge is indirectly made in this memorial
against Commissioner 1\'Iedill, in very harsh terms, and in substance
amounting to an accusation against him of official corruption, in
having endorsed ~nd approved the course and proceedings of the
last board of Cherokee commissioners, J\IIessrs. Brewster anu Hardin; and said charge is repeated and enlarged upon by several of
the witnesses before the committee, who all, however, upon their
oaths, carefully disclaim all intention of charging Colonel Medill
with any want of personal integrity in this, or any other official
act of his. (See the testimony of Starrett, Rogers, Bibb, Gre·en,
and others.) The facts in relation to this are briefly as follows:
The Cherokee commissioners, on the 23d of July, 1847, made a
written report to the President, in which they stated that they
had organized their board on the 31st of August, 1846; and had
been continually in session up to the day of their adjournmentthe day said report is dated; that at the beginning of their session,
and intermediately, they had given ample notice to claimants, and
that they had acted on every case. This ~eport was referred, by
' the President, to the office of Indian Affai!'s.
These commissioners were men of high character and reputation
in their respective communities, and had acted anrl made their report under the sanctity of a solemn official oath. Why then should
not the Commissioner of Indian Affairs be governed by this report
in relation to the facts stated ? It is alleged -that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs addressed a letter to one of the commissioners
while absent at Philadelphia, (lVIr. Brewster,) requesting his return;
and that Colonel Medill must therefore have known that the board
was not continually in session, as stated by the commissioners
themselves in their final report. It is true that such a letter was
written by Colonel Medill, and a copy of it, with the reply of Mr.
Brewster, was furnished to the commit tee by the office of Indian
Affairs; and from the latter it will be seen that Mr. Brewster states
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that he was just about to return at the receipt of Mr. Medill's
letter; that he had never been absent when there were any cases
prepared for the action of the board. The other C~nmissioner,
General Hardin, to whom a copy of the letter to Mr. Brewst~r had
been transmitted, states in his answer to a note of Colonel Medill,
enclosing the copy of the letter to Mr. Brewster, that his (General
Hardin's) attendance at the office of the commission had been constant and unremitted, from tht.: commencement to the day of the
date of his letter; and in the answer of General Hardin "to the
complaint of the persons calling themselves Cherokee claimants,"
dated lOth of May, 1847, he says, "the true ground of complaint
js not alleged by complainants, it is, that the Commission has
5tood up and decided ·against a mass of claims blotched and blistered with fraud, and which, if admitted, would have taken from
the public treasury millions of dollars for the benefit 6f persons
wholly unentitled to compensation of any kind or amount." In the
recorded proceedings of the board its continuous daily transaction ..
appear to have been regtllarly entered by a correct and skilful
secretary, (W. D. Miller, esq., of Texas,) and are signed from day
to day by the two commissioners, and the committee are at a loss
to see how Colonel Medill would have been warranted upon this
c,onnecteM chain of official information in relation to their session,
in cPntradicting or disbelieving the positive assertion of the commissioners in the last act they performed under their solemn oath
of office-their fiBal report, on the .23d of July, 1847, to the Presi- •
dent of the United States,-viz: that their board "has been constantly in session, and kept open for the convenience of claimants, for
the purpose of filing cases and examining papers and records in the
office of the commissioners, and at the same time the commissioners
ave been engaged in investigations of the claims pre~ented, and
endering decrees thereon;" and that they "complete their official
term after having examined and reported upon every case before
them, and without a single demand unadjusted and undecided."
All that the memorialists can possibly complain of, so far as respects Colonel Medill's notice of the proceedings of the CherJkee
commission in his annual report of 1847, is, that he appeared to
have given credence .to the sworn statements of said board and
their official records, rather than to the rumors and declarations
of interested claimants who may have been embittered against the
board by reason of its adverse action on their cases; and there i
certainly no evidence of official misconduct, or want of personal
integrity, in all this, on the pflrt of Commissioner Medill, even if
the committee should believe that the complaints of the memorialists against the board of Cherokee commissioners were all well
founded and just.
In reference'to the general imputatiorns of official misconduct,
and taking together all the matters brought to the notice of the
committee, by the charges made and preferred in debate in this
body, on the 9th August, 1848, by the honorable member from
North Carolina, and all that has been said before the committee,
y the witnesses summoned at his suggestion, the committee have
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no hesitation in reporting, after a most searching, patient and
thorough investigation, that there is an entire failure of all proof to
sustain any charge against Commissioner Medill of malpractice or
impropriety in office whatever. They deem it but an act of sheer
justice to that officer to say, that from a1l the testimony taken before
the committee, and from the correspondence, records, &c., exhibited to it, they could discover not the slightest grounds for even a
suspicion of a want of integrity on the part of Commisioner Medill,
either personally or officially.
In closing this report, the committee cheerfully bear testimony
to the fidelity and impartiality with which the evidence shows
that the duties of the .office of Indian Affairs has been administered;
and in fully acquitting Commissioner Medill of all the charges and
allegations preferred against him, they but express their unanimous
opinion, in saying that he has perfor~ed the various and important
duties, impo.sed on him as head of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
with marked impartiality, fidelity, industry and integrity.
All the testimony taken before the committee, as written down
from the mouths of the witnesses, is herewith reported, as also a
copy of their daily journal of proceedings; and the committee
have only now to ask to be discharged from the further consideration of the subject.

GEO. FRIES, Chairman.
I concur in the conclusions of the foregoing report, so far as entirely to acquit Mr. Medill of the charge of corruption in the discharge of his official duties as Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
WILLIAM DUER.
· The undersigned concurs in the opinion, that the investigation
was made by the committee, and the evidence fully acqu~ts the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs of either official corruption or
official misconduct in any way.
DAVID OUTLAW.

10
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JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS OF SELECT COMMITTEE

"HousE oF REPRESENTATivEs, .IJ.ztgust 12, 1848.
"Resolved, That a committee - of five members of this House be
appointed to inquire into, and fully investigate, the course pursued
by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in the administration of his
official duties, and especially into the charges made and preferred
in debate in this body, on the 9th instant, by the Hon. T. L. Clingman, a member of this House; and that said committee have full
and .a mple power and authority to require books and papers, to examine witnesses, and to investigate fully said charges; and that
said committee shall report the result of their said investigation at
the next session of Congress."
Ordered, That Mr. Fries, Mr. Duer, Mr. Jacob Thompson, Mr.
Outlaw, anrl lVI:r. Brady be appointed said committee.
Attest:
THO. J. CAMPBELL, Clerk.
WASHINGTON CITY, ROOM OF CoMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,
House of Representatives, Decem.ber 10, 1848 .
. The special committee, appointed under resolution of the House
of Representatives of the 12th August, 1848, met, and directed the
chairman to notify the Hon. T. L. Clingman that they were prepared to proceed with the inve~tigation of such matters as were
referred .to them, and to receive any communication he might be
pleased to make to them. Present at this meeting, Messrs. Fries,
Brady, Thompson, an1l Outlaw.
The notice above required was given; and, 0n motion, the committee adjourned to meet at same room on notice from chairman.
DECEMBER 18, 1848.
Committee met; present, Messrs. Fries, Brady, and Thompson.
A communication was received from the Hon. Mr. Clingman,
dated December 11, 1848, marked No. 1.
On motion, the chairman was required to summon Messrs. Starrett, Bibb, and Rogers, which order was carried into effect by issuing summonses for them, and placing them in the hands of the sergeant-at-arms for service.
DECEMBER 19 I 1848.
Committee met; present, Messrs. Fries, Outlaw, and Brady.
On motion, the chairman was required to address another letter
to the Hoq. Mr. Clingman, requesting him to inform the committee
whether a report of his remarks on 9th August last, as published
in the National Intelligencer of 11th August, 1848, making certain
· charges against the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, was correct ;
and if correct, to furnish the authority upon which said charges
were based, or witnesses by whom they might be proven, &c.
Adjourned to meet 20th in st.
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DECEMBER 20, 1848.
Committee met; and, on motion of Mr. Brady, adjourned to meet
on the 2d January, 184 9.

2, 1849.
Committee met, and adjourned, in con£equence of all the members not being present, to mt!et when the chairman should so order.
JANUARY

5, 1849.
Committee met; present, Messrs. Fries, Brady, Outlaw, and
Thompson.
On motion of Mr. Fries, the following resolutions were adopted:
Resolved, That this committee will meet on to-morrow at 10
o'clock, a. m., and then proceed to examiHe such witnesses as may
appear on the part of the prosecution.
Resolved, That the chairman be authorized to summon su~h other
witnesses as the defence and the Hon. Mr. Clingman may request.
Resolved, That the chairman procure for this committee the necessary stationery.
JANUARY

JANUARY 6, 1849.
Committee met; present, Messrs. Fries, Brady, Outlaw, Thorup·
. son, and Duer.
The committee proceeded to examine the Hon. Geo. M. Bibb.
After some time spent therein, on motion, the chairman was required to ask the House of Representatives to furnish a clerk for
this committee.
On motion of Mr. Fries, the following resolution was adopted,
viz:
Resolved, That the Hon. Mr. Clingman and ~!fr. Starrett be' required to furnish this committee with the names of all the witnesses which we shall be called upon to examine on the part of the
prosecution during this investigation, in order that they may now
1be summoned.
(Notice given as required.)
On motion, the committee ae:ljourned to meet on the 8th inst.

8, 1849.
Committee met; present, Messrs. Fries, Outlaw, Duer, Br'ady,
and Thompson.
Messrs. Stambaugh, Starrett, Rogers, Bibb, Robinson, Butl.er,
ancl Parris were in attendance as witnesses.
Mr. Starrett presented a series of questions, and asked that the
committee require the Commissioner of Indian Affairs (Colonel
Medill) to answer the same. The propriety of requiring the fulfilment -of this request was considered by the committee, and decided
in 1he negative.
The witness, Bibb, was called up for cross-examination, when it
appearing that the testimony, as taken down by Mess~·s. Brady and
JANUARY
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Outlaw, and submitted to the witness to be written out by himself,
had not been thus written out, and it was therefore agreed to postpone the cross-examination to another meeting.
Preston Starrett was then sworn and examined in chief, and before the cross-examination was concluded, the committee, after
agreeing that Messrs. Fries and Brady should examine all witnesses, adjourned to meet at 10 o'clock, to-morrow.
JANUARY 9, 1849.
Committee met; present, Messrs. Brady and Fries, who it was
agreed at last meeting should sit and examine witnesses.
The cross- examination of Mr. Starrett was then 'proceeded with.
Witnesres present: Butler, Robinson, Rogers, Stambaugh, and
Starrett.
The committee then adjourned to meet on lOth instant, at 11
o'clock, a. m.

10, 1849.
Committee met: The following resolution was adopted:
Resolved, That the Commissioner of Indian Affairs be requested
to permit one of the clerks of his office to act as secretary to this
committee in the investigation of the matters before it, if there is
any one willing so t6 act, and the same can be done without delaying to any material extent the business of said office.
John C. M ullay was then introduced by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and received by committee as secretary; when the
committee proceeded to examine Johnson K. Rogers, he having
bef'n duly sworn.
Committee received a communication from the Hon. ~Ir. Clingman, asking that David Taylor and John H. Eaton, of this city,
and John F. Gillespie, of Tennessee, be summoned, the two first of
whom were at once ~ummoned by the Sergeant-at-arms.
The testimony of Mr. Rogers being closed and signed by witness, Col. S. C. Stambaugh was called to the stand and sworn, and
his examination proceeded with.
On motion, committee adjourned to meet at 10 o'clock, 11th instant, a. m.
JANUARY

January 11, 1849.
Committee met; present, :Messrs. Fries and Brady.
S. C. Stambaugh, whose examination was commenced yesterday,
again appeared, and his testimony progressed with; blft upon a
question touching the merits of the claim of David Taylor for the
value of a Cherokee res.e rvation, the witness asked until to-morrow
morning to answer said question, and his request was granted by
committee. Said question was subsequently withdrawn.
Abraham Butler, Gen. John H. Eaton, and John Robinson were
severally sworn as witnesses, and their testimony written down and
signed.
David Taylor, a witness, was then sworn, and his testimony proTHuRSDAY,
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ceeded with until 3 o'clock, p. m., when :Messrs. Fries, Brady, and
Thompson being present, committee adjourned until 7 o'clock,
p. m., to meet at the room of the chairman.
JANUARY 11, 1849, 7! o'clock, p. m.
The cross-examinaton of David Taylor, the witness sworn in the
morning, was continued until half past 9, p. m., when said witness
r~fusing to answer the following que5tion on cross-examination,
VIZ:

"Are you still the owner of the said reservation, and if not,
how and when did you become dispossessed of it."
Committee adjourned until 10 o'clock, to-morrow morning.
FRIDAY, January 12, 1849.
Committee met; present, .Messrs. Fries, Brady, and Thompson.
Hon. Cave Johnson, (subprenaed at request of David Taylor,)
Gen. John M. McCalla, and A. K. Parris were severally sworn as
witnesses, and their depositi')ns written out and signe'd.
1,he witness, Taylor, again appeared before the committee, and
again refused to answer any further questions. Whereupon the
committee, in full meeting, directed the chairman to report the
witness's contempt to the House, and then the committee adjourned to meet again at 10 o'cloek, to-morrow morning.
SATU:RDA Y, January 13, 1849.
Committee met; present, Messrs. Fries, Brady, Outlaw, and
Thompson.
After deliberation in relation to the course of the witness, Taylor, the committee directed the chairman to withdraw the resolution
offered in the House yesterday, in relation to the refusal of the
witness to answer questions; and 1,1 pon motion, the witness was
permitted to sign his testimony as far as it had been taken down,
and was discharged.
On motion of Mr. Thompson, it was
Resolved, That the chairman of this committee be instructe1l to
call upon the Secretary of War to furnish this committee such.
books and papers connected with the action of the commissioners
under the 17th article of the Cherokee treaty of 1835-'6, as may
be called for by the committee; and that the Secretary of War be
requested to send said books in charge of so.me authorized person
who shall preserve them from mutil::~tion or alteration.
Committee then adjourned until 10 o'clock, a. m., Monday, 15th
January, 1849.
MoNDAY, January 15, 1849.
Committee met; present, Messrs. Fries, Outlaw, Thompson, and
Brady.
General J. M. M'Calla, Comptroller Parris, General J. H. Eaton,
and Charles E. Mix, appeared as witnesses, were sworn, examined,
and their testimony signed.
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Mr. Medill sulHil>itted, in writing for the action of the committee,
a motion for leave to continue the cross -examination of the witness, David Taylor, for reasons stated, growing out of the reportell
proceedings of the House in the case of contempt, &c. Whereupon, the committee, after consideration, directed the chairman to
address a note to the editors of the "Union" and "lntelligencer,"
correcting the mis-statement in the report of the proceedings in
regard to the con tern pt committed by said Taylor.
After continuing in session until ~ o'clock, p. m., the committee
adjourned to meet again to-morrow, at 10 o'clock, a. m.
TuESDAY, January 16, 1849.
Committe e met; present, lVIessrs. Fries, Brady, and Thompson.
George M. Bibb presented a paper which he represented as hi s
testimony, drawn out, &c., which pap~r being examined and considered by the committee, (lVIessrs. Fri es, Thorn pson, and B rauy ,)
it was decideri that it be not received, the committee not regarding
said paper as evidence, but as an argument by the witness. Whereupon the chairman returned said paper to the witness, Bibb, and
he was notified to attend to-morrow morning at 10 o'clrck.
Committee then adjourned until to-morrow morning.
WEDNESDAY, Janua1·y 17, 1849 .
Co-n.1mittee met; present, Messrs. Fries, Brady, and Outlaw.
David Taylor appeared and was examined touching the 'identity
of the small book described in his testimony on the 11th instant.
On motion of Mr. Outlaw~ the secretary was directed to have
notice served on Hon. Geo. M. Bibb and Peston Starrett to appea r
b efore the committe on to-morrow.
And then committee adjourned to meet again to-morrc,w morning , 10 o'clock .

January 18, 1849.
Committee m et ; pres ent, the chairman and Messrs. Brady, Outlaw, and Thompson.
For proceedings of committee upon the testimony of Hon. G.
M. Bibb, and objections to parts of it by Commissioner Medill, see
testimony of J\~Ir. Bibb.
David Taylor, the witness, having been allowed to appear with
counsel, (his own application for leave to appear with such counsel
having been granted,) now appearing witho-ut counsel, and being
interrogated as to the object for which he desirPd counsel before
the committee, and the committee being of opinion that there was '
no point or subject involved in which an attorney could be of the
least advantage or service to the witness, and the witness having
waived his request, he was thereupon dis charged.
The ~xamination of Ron. George M. Bibb was resumed and
concluded; and it being reported to the committee that the witness Starrett, who had been re-subprenaed to attend this morning,
was sick, committee adjourned until to-morrow, 10 o'clock, a. m.
THURSDAY,
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January 19, 1849.

Committee met; present, Messrs. Fries, Thompson, and Brady.
No witnesses being present, cornm,ittee adjourned to mtet again on
Tuesday next.
TuESDAY,

Janua1·y 23, 1849 .

. The secretary, by direction of the co ru.mittee, visited the witness
.Starrett, and reported that the witness considered himself still too
unwell to attend upon the committee; but that he would appear
to-morrow.
WEDNESDAY, January 24, 1849.
Committee met; present, the chairman, and Niessrs. Brady and
Outlaw.
Preston Starrett appeareiil and gave his testimony before the
committee, de novo, having objected to signing his testimony as
taken down by Hon. Mr. Brady.
Committee then adjourned to meet again on Friday, 26th instant,
at 10 o'clock, a. m.

January 26, 1849. ·
Committee met; present, Messrs. FriEs, Outlaw, and Brady.
Charles E. Mix, the clerk in Indian Office, who has charge of the
Cherokee commissioners books and papers, who was examined before the committee, (on the 15th instant,) again a~peared by reque t
of committee, with the Cherokee commissioner's books of de~rees,
&c., and gave testimony in relation to said books, &c., which was
signed.
·
A subprena was ordered to be issued for General Duff Green,
whose name had been furnished as a witness by honorable T. L.
Clingman.
Committee then adjourned until to-morrow, 10 o'clock, a. m.
FRIDAY,

SATURDAY, January 27, 1849.
Committee met; present, :Messrs. Fries and Thompson.
General Duff' Greert appeared as a witness, his testimony taken
down and signed, and then committee adjourned to meet again o
Tu~sday, 30th instant.
TuESDAY, January 30, 1849.
Committee met; present, honorable 1\'Iessrs. Fries, Brady, and
Thompson.
· On motion of .Mr. Brady it was
Resol?Jed, That the cbairm an prepare a report to the H suse upon
·_ the evidence taken before this committee, acquitting Cvlonel vrm.
Medill, of the charges and allegations preferred against him as to
his management of the office of indian Affairs; and be it further
Resolved, That said report shall express the opinion of the committee, founded upon the evidence aforesaid, that Commissioner
1
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Medill has discharged the duties of his said office with impartiality,
fidelity, industry, and integrity.

TESTIMONY

Taken before the select committee appointed to investigate charges
against Wm. Me dill, esq., Commissi_oner of Indian .!J.ffairs:
10th Janua1'y, 1849.
Johnson K. Rogers, sworn.
Question by committee. Do you know any thing in the course
pur~ed by Wm. Medill, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in the
·administration of his official duties, showing corruption, or affecting his integrity as a public officer ? If so, state the same particularly.
Answer. Corruption is a broad term, signifying "wickedness,
perversion of principle, the means by which any thing is vitiated,
depravation," none of which terms apply to Colonel Medill, in the
discharge of his official acts, as far as my knowledge extends. I
have known Colonel M. before and sin·ce he has been Commissioner of Indian Affairs, up to the present time, and I must say I was
gratified t the succession; his predecessor, T. Hartley Crawford,
esq., being a great advocate for the "inherent right" in the
government, to instruct the board of commissioners as to the nature of the duties to be performed by them-a right which I have
doubted, and still doubt; and think that it is not authorized nor
warranted by the language expressed in the 17th article of the Chero ..
kee treaty, of 1836. Since Mr. Crawford went out of office, and
Colonel Medill succeeded him, a board of commissioners was ap·
pointed, and some of the official acts of Colonel Medill, in connexion with that board, I approved, and some I disapproved-and I
will state what they were : There was a communication of his to
1
that board of August 27th, 1846, of which I disapproved. The
second official act, and which I approve, was a letter of Colonel
Medi1l, dated April 16, 1847, and addressed to B. H. Brewster,
esq., Philadelphia, (copy of the letter referred to, furnished to
the committee, was in the hands of the witness;) and the last official ac.t connected with this investigation of Colonel Medill's, and
which I disapprove, is contained in his annual report, of November
30,1847, pages }3 and 14, in these words: [here witness read extract.]
" Those commissioners, being the fourtli board which had been
appointed under that article, convened at the capitol for the transaction of business, July 31, 1846, and continued in session about
one year-the period for which the commission had been renewed.
Ample notice of the time, and place of their meeting, and of their
readiness to enter upon the discharge of their duties was given, and
every necessary facility afforded to the claimants and their attorneys, for the presentation and thorough examination of their re ..
WEDNESDAY,

,.
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spective demands." This appears not to be a quotation from the
report made by the Cherokee commissioners, dated Washington,
July 23, 1847,not differing, however, materially as to the substance.
The balance of the paragraph, in this report of Colonel Medill,
and down to the words, "and undecide8," appears to be a quotation from the Cherokee commissioner's report-a fact of which I
was not aware in reading the papers accompanying the annual
message of the President, and containing the Indian Commissioner's report; and I do not charge Colonel Medill with being the
' author of that quotation. [\Vitness read again:] "The recorded
proceedings of these commissioners, in which are set forth their
opinions at length in every case, evince a degree of ability, im partiality and patient investigation, which would render their decisions ·
'final' in the .judgment of every one, who is not influenced by
interest, if in9-eed they were not expressly made so by the provisions of the treaty.'~ This appears not to be a quotation, ,but is the
commissioner's ewn remark. The reason why I disapproved of
this was, my approval of his letter before referred to, of April 16,
1847, in which he requires the return of Mr. Brewster, frolD. Philadelphia to this city, to discharge his official duties as commissioner;
and I could not, therefore, account for Colonel Medill's approval,
in his annual report, of the report of the board of commissioners to
the President. It seemed that Colonel Medill, as well as the President, was satisfied oi the just complaint of the claimants at that
time, the date of the letter referred to; and knowing, as I do, that
the report of the commissioners contains statements wholly void
and destitute of truth. That board, to my certain knowledge, was
not in session as a board three months out of the twelve; and Mr.
Brewster, one of it3 members, was not in this city more than three
months during the whole twelve.
Question by Commissioner lVIedill. In those official acts of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, of which you di5approve as above,
do you intend or in the slightest degree desire to impute a want of
integrity in the commissioner ?
Answer. I do not wish to be so understood. I do not doubt but
that he acted in accordance with his judgment in these matters, but
about which I disagree in opinion with him.
By same. Do you know any thing or fact in relation to the official character or course of the commissioner, William Medill,
which in any way affected, in your judgment, his integrity as an
officer or as a man? and if so, please state it?
Answer. I do not know of any thing or fact of the kind, other
than as above stated.
By same. Ho.w long have you known the commissioner, and
what have been your means of becoming acquainted with his official acts and course ?
Answer. I have known Colonel Medill ever since March, 1844,
before he was Commiss:oner of Indian Affairs, and my means of
becoming acquainted with him in his official capacity grew out of
my connexion with Cherokee claims, which necessarily brought me
frequently before his office; and I always found him disposed to do
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everything that he could consistently in the prompt discharge of
business, so far as my intercourse with him and his office was con.
cerned.
:By same. Have you read the remarks of Mr. Clingman in rela.;
tion to the course and conduct of the Commissioner, as reported in
the Daily National lntelligencer of August 11, 1848; and if so, do
you know any facts tending to sustain the charges therein p~eferred against said commissioner ?
Answer. I read the remarks referred to as reported in the National lntelligencer of that date. I know of no facts in relation to
the official conduct of Colonel Medill of an improper character
other than I have already stated.
By same. Has the Commissioner of IndiaiJ. Affairs, Mr. Medill,
ever had anything to do with the claim of David Taylor, then pending before the House; and if so, what?
Answer. He has not, so far as my knowledge extends.
By same. Are you acquainted with the merits of that claim; and
if so, please state the basis of such claim, and all the facts tending
to show its true character?
Answer. It is a claim for the value of a life estate reservation
under the treaties of 1817 and 1819 with the Cherokees; David
Taylor, as the head of an Indian family, himself being a white
man, was entitled only to a life estate in said reservation, the children being entitled to the reversion in fee, and the widow her
dower in case of his deatp. I understand that the land covered by
said reservation was sold by the State of Tennessee, under some
act of the State legislature, and was purchased back by D. Taylor
for $800; that David Taylor afterwards sold the said land to a man
named Tipton, as I understood, for a valuable consideration. I
know that David Taylor made application to the first board of
Cherokee commissioners, under the thirteenth article of the treaty
of 1835-'6, for the money paid by him to the State, \vith interest
thereon, and that he obtained a decree and was paid said sum, he·
ing $800, with intert:st up to the date of the decree in his favor,
amounting in all to upwarrls of $1,500. He afterwards preferred a
claim to the Indian board of commissioners, Eaton and Hubley, for
the unimproved value of the reservation, who decided against said
claim, alleging that it had been adj dicated by the previous board;
afterwards there was a motion made for review, and that motion
was granted while the commission was sitting in this city. Subsequently, the case being thus opened, and while the commission was
sitting at Murphy, North Carolina, being in the vicinity of the
reservation, they ordered their valuing agents to appraise David
Taylor's reservation, with others. When the board completed
their labors in North Carolina, they returned to this city, and commenced the adjudication of claims, and they were dismissed from
effice by President Tyler before again taking up said claim of David Tay 1or, so far as I know and believe; and, so far as I am
aware, said claim has never since been acted faTorably upon by
any subsequent board of commissioners.
And further witness saith not.

..
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S. C. Stambaugh, sworn.
Question: Do you know anything in the course pursued by William Medil1, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in the administration of his official duties, showing corruption or affecting his integrity
as a public officer 1 If so, state t lt e same particularly.
c.
Answer. Not a particle. Nothing that would produce such an
idea.
Deposition left to be continued if necessary; and then committee
adjourned to meet to-morrow morning at 10 o'clock.
THURSDAY,

January "11, 1849.

Committee met: ·present, Messrs. Fries and Brady.
S. C. Stambaugh again appeared and his examination was resumed.
Question by Commissioner Medill. How long have you known
William Medill, the present Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and
what have beeq your means of becoming acquainted with his official
course ' and acts1
Answer. I have only known him, to 'udge. of his official acts, since
he has been Commissioner of ln.ian Affairs. My first business in
in his office was in May, 1845. I . believe I have had more legitimate business in that office, connected with the Cherokees, as well
in relation to their claims arising under the treaty of 1835, as with
the claim of the old settlers to the country west, than any other individual connected in that business. I was always fully heard, and
though not always successful, considered that I was always fairly
treated by the commissioner. I consider no business connected
with the Indian Department so complicated or difficult to adjust as
the business of the Cherokees arising under the various treaties.
:By the same. What has been his course in relation to industry,
efficiency, impartiality and personal integrity, so far as you have
observed or have had reason to believe1
Answer. I can answer that by saying it has been equal to that of
any other officer of the government with whom I have ever transacted business. I may add that I have always found him at his
desk in discharge of his duties, and I have no recollection of ever
being refused a hearing on business with the bureau; as to his integrity, I have the most implicit confidence in it.
:By the same. Have you read the remarks of Mr. Clingman in relation to the commissioner, as reported in the Daily Intelligencer
of 11th Augu s t, 1848; and if so, please state any facts tending to
~ustain the charges thel'ein preferred 1
Answer. I ha J no recollection of it until my attention was cal ed
t o it this morning. Upon reading this report, I feel convinced that
Mr. Clingman would not h ave made these remarks if he had been
in possession of correct information on the subject.. My opinion is
1.-hat the Commissioner of Indian Affairs is innocent of every thing
, contained in that accusation.
_By the same. Has the. present Commissioner of Indian Affairs, so
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ar as you know, ever had anything to do with the claim of David
Taylor, then pending before the House; if so, what? ·
Answer. As an individual or isolated case, I never knew that he
JD.ad. Taylor's case may have been ern braced by the general terms
vf his letter of August 27, 1846, to the board of commissioners· then
i n sesssion.
Aud further witness saith not.
S. C. STAMBAUGH .

.llb·r aham Butler, sworn.
Question by committe~. Same as first to Rogers and Stambaugh.
Answer. I don't know a~1ything. Witness has never had any
ransactions with Colonel Medill or the office of Indian Affairs.
By Colonel Medill. Have you read the remarks of Mr. Clingman
·n relation to the course and conduct of the commissioner, as reorted in the Daily Intelligenc er of 11th August, 1848; and if so,
o you know any facts tending to sustain the charges therein pre·
!erred against said commissioner ?
Answer. I have read the remarks, which have been placed in my
.aands this morning; I do not know any facts tending to sustain
aid charges. .
And further witness saith not.
ABRAHAM BUTLER.

Gen. John H. Eaton, swoTn.
Question. Same as first to other witnesses.
Answer. I do not, either officially or privately.
By Colonel Medill. Same as second question above .to A.
utler.
Answer. I know of none .
.And further witness saith not.
JNO. H. EATON.

John Robinson, swoTn.
Question. Do you know anything in the course pursued by Wiliam Medill, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in the adiJ,linistration
f his official duties showing corruption or affecting his integrity
as a public offic'er? If so, state the same particularly.
Answer. I do not know of anything.
By Colonel Medill. Same as the second question to A. Butler.
Answer. I do not know anything in regard to Colonel Medill
tending to sustain the charges made against him . in those remarks.
And further witness saith not.
JOHN ROBINSON.

David Taylor, sworn.
Question by committee.

Do you know anything in the course

pursued by William Medill, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in the

J
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administration of his official duties, showing corruption or affectin
his integrity as a public officer? If so, state the same particularly..
Answer. For a little bit I cannGt answer; I am not able to giv
an answer without some little time to reflect; I am not a scholar,
and I want to think about the matter first. I want to do justice tct
Colonel Medill, to myself and my God.
Question by committee. When was you subpcenaed?
Answer .. I was subpcenaed last night.
Question. Did you know before last night that this investigatiom
was progressing ?
Answer. I heard before that it was proceeding, but I did not
learn the questions or what it was about exactly.
Question by committee. Do you know of any books or papers
having been altered, torn, or in any way mutilated in the office of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs; if so, what books and paper
were they, how altered, torn or mutilated, when and by whom.
done, and what were the contents of, or entries upon, the parts S()
altered, torn out or mutilated?
Answer. Mr. Dixon H. Lewis, when the last board was in session, (Brewster and Hardin,) looked at the books and papers, an
had leave of the commissioners to take one of the books home
with him. He had one of them at his room; he undertook to sho
me where there were leaves, a leaf or two, missing from it; I can't
- recollect; it was last session, as well as I recollect, Gov. Bagby
went with me to Colonel Medill's room to have leave to see the
books; Colonel Medill couldn't allow him to see them. He the
wrote a res~lution to offer in the Senate; he read it to me; calling,
as well as I recollect, but upon whom it called witness does notremember, for two books. A few evenings after that I was at Colonel Johnson's, Postmaster General. (Here witness was about to state
what Volonel Johnson had said to him, but was not permitted by
committee.)
Question by committee. Whose account was it that was writte
or stated upon the leaves you state you saw had been torn out1
Answer. I don't know whose account it was.
Question by committee. Have you any reason to believe that
there were any leaves torn out or altered which contained decisions or accounts by any board of commissioners in your owm
favor?
Answer. I believe there were changes made; I think that therecord had been changed, from what lVIr. Lewis showed; but at what
time and by whom I don't know.
The first question was repeated to the witness by the committee...
Answer. When Governor .Bagby went with me to Colonel Me. dill'~ ·r~om, when we couldn't get to sec the books, (we had bee
talkmg below, and I had told him that the books could not be
seen,) Governor Bagby said he could see them. Governor Bagbthen asked the commissioner for permi~sion to see the books; Colonel Medill tolJ him he could not see them; Governor Bagby
thought it hard; . Colonel Medill said it was not him who refusedi
him leave to see the books, it was· by higher authority-the books
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were closed by the commissioners, or something to fhat amount; I
have nothing further to say that I can recollect, in relation to the
commissioner's refusal to Governor Bagby to see the books; . I have
;no further cause of complaint against Colonel Me dill that 'I.' can ,
think of.
.
QuestiOn by committee. If there is anything other than w·hat you
have stated about which you complain of Colonel Medill, please
stateit?
·
'
' Answer. I thought that, at the time the Committee of Ways and
Means of the House was considering my claim, at the last session,
if they uad had the use of the books, in place of what they had
heard from Colonel Medill, it would have been better for me-that
lt would have changed the thing, and I would have got iny claim
al~nfS. I don't know that it would have been so, but I am of that
opmwn.
First question by commissioner. Have you ever had any business
before the office of Indian Affairs since Mr. Medill has been in
charge of the same-if so, state what was the nature of said
business?
Answer. When my reservation claim was before the attorney
general, the office was called upon a few times for information, by
Senator Chalmers and the attorney general, at my request, as well
as I can recollect. I do not recollect at this minute of any other
business have had at the office besides these calls for information
about my reservation claim, which was then before the attorney
general, since Colonel MediH has been commissioner. I mean, by
my reservation case, the same that was since before the Cummittee
of Ways and Means, and before the . House when Mr. Clingman
made his remarks; I had but the one reservation claim-I claimed
for it as unimproved land. In relation to the book Mr. Lewis obtained from the Cherokee commissioners, I saw it at Senator Lewis's
room, in this city; it was a small book, containing the action of
Eaton & Hubley, upon claims allowed and disallowed, as commissioners under the Cherokee treaty, as well as I mind. As well as I
mind, one leaf was cut out, or looked like it had been, some place
near the middle or two-thirds of the book-it was ruled paper, and
it was by the ruling the cutting out of the leaf could be detected;
I do not mean that a leaf was missing at this place, but it looked
like one had been cut out and another put in, the paper being different. In another place in the hlook there were othe!" leaves missing-cut out-besides the leaf spoken of above; it looked like they
bad been cut out-there were leaves missing at any rate; I can't
tell whether it was the beginning or end of the book thes{Ieaves
were cut out; I am not able to say which it was, but it was near
one or the other; I do not know when these leaves were cut or
taken out, nor by whom it was done; I do not know whether these
missing leaves contained any entry of a decree or allo:wance in my
favor, and I don't know what was upon any of these leaves.
Question by Colonel Medill. \Vas there any decree, award or
allowance made in your favor by Messrs. Eaton & Hubley, in any
case or upon any claim whatever, during their existence as com -
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missioners under the Cherokee treaty of 1835-'6, and, if so, 1n
what particular case or ases, or for what amount1
'Answer. There was one case I am certain of, of an award in my
favor, but I can't recollect the amount; I am of the opinion that
there were other awards in my favor, made by Eaton and Hubley;
as to the amount I can give no statement. The case I am certain
about was my preemption case, for which a certificate was issued,
and afterwards paid, but at a great sacrifice to me.
By the same. Did you present any other claim to Commissioners
Eaton and Hubley than the one for preemption, as above statedif so, how many, what were they for, and what were the decrees of
the said board upon them?
Answer. I presented my claim for the value of the reservation,
which I have spoken of before, for the value of the land as unimproved lands; I had but one reservation claim. I don't know what
the decree was; I do not know whethet the commissioners allowed
the claim or not; I never heard the decree read.
By the same. Did .you ever present the same reservation claim
to a subsequent board of commissioners under the same treaty-if
so, to which board, and what decrees or awards were rendered
thereon by such subsequent board?
Answer. When Messrs. Washington and Mason were sitting as
a board, I had a certified copy from the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs of the valuation by the appraisers appointed by Eaton and
Hubley of my reservation; this I presented to President Tyler, and
asked his interference. He sent me with it to the Secretary of the
· Treasury, Mr. Bibb, who endorsed upon the paper an opinion in
favor of its payiiilent, and sent me with the paper to Second Auditor Lewis; Lewis told me to take it to Second Comptroller Parris.
After seeing Parris two or three times about it, he directed or advised me to take it to the commissioners, Washington and Mason,
and to get a certificate of the a ward allowing the claim; and I did
present to them the paper I had first shown to President Tyler.
By same. Did Mason and Washington act on your claim thus
brought before them; and, if so, what was the character of their
decree?
·
Answer. They undertook to act, and left it for further consideration. They did decide against my interest, and in favor of the
heirs; but at last they left it open for further consideration, or
for other evidence, as well as I can mind. The certificate spoken
of above, the same I presented to President ·ryler, was left with
Commissioners Mason and Washington, and I never got it back
again. I never saw it, to my knowledge, afterwards. When I
handed said certificate of the appraisement to Secretary Bibb, I
said n'o thing to him about its character; he read it, and made the
endorsement described, without my talking to him at all about it,
as well as I now recollect. Before Mr. Crawford left the Indian
Office, I applied to him for another certificate like the first onethe certificate about the appraisement spoken of above__:_and Mr.
Crawford gave me one much the same as the first one. This
second cextified copy Senator Chalmers presented to the present
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Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Walker, who referred it to Attorney General Mason. Mr. Mason gave an opinion . in favor of
the claim, and the Secretary of the Treasury directed the auditors
to settle it in accordance with the opinion of the Attorney General. The Second Auditor, in auditing the account, required that
I should give bond and security that the money should be paid
over to my heirs at my death. When I went to the Second Auditor, prepared to give the bond, the· auditor told me that the proceedings had been arrested by order of the President. I then ha~
an argument written and presented, upon which the President directed the Secretary of the Treasury to investigate the case. The
Secretary of the Treasury referred it again to the Attorney General, who again gave an opinion upon it, different from the first;
the substance being, that if he had had the same information · before him when he gave the first opinion that he had before him
when he gave the second, he would not have decided in favor of
the claim as he did at first. I then applied for copies of the papers, and the Secretary of the Treasury directed the auditor to
furnish them; and I obtained copies of both of the. opinions of the
Attorney General. I then had an argument written, and handed
it to Secretary Walker; he wrote upon the paper and sent me to
Congress with it; and Mr. Badger, in the Senate, moved an amendment to the civil and diplomatic bill, appropria~ing the amount of
my claim. It passed the Senate, and, when it went to the House,
it was referred to the Committee of Ways and Means. When the
claim was before said committte, I was told in the rotunda that
Colonel Medill was making an argument before the committee
against my claim, and that I had better go there. I went, and,
much to my surprise, found Colonel Medill there. When I got to
the room of the committee, Colonel Medill, I suppose, was pretty
well through; he was talking about the decision of the last board,
and mentioned something about a protest that I had handed the
last board of commissioners, Brewster and Hardin. He did not
speak but a minute or two after I got to the room. I understood
him to say that the last board had acted agaiL'lst me. I don't know
of anything else I can ·think of that Colonel Medill said, to which
I take exception. I recollect distinctly that Colonel Medill mentioned about the protests ·but his precise words I can't remember.
I had handed all the papers to Mr. Lewis; ·he handed them all to
Mr. Badger, except the second opinion of the Attorney General
and the argument which was presented to the President, which last
Mr. Lewis handed back to ·me, telling me they were of no use.
The papers with the Committee of Ways and Means was the first
opinion of the Attorney General, the action of the Secretary of
the Treasury, auditor, and comptroller, &c., and not the second
opinion. I never entertained any idea of presenting my claim to
Brewster and Hardin, because I considered it a settled account.
The book was procured from them by Mr. Lewis to examine the
case, I having heard that there had been an alteration in the books
about my claim .
.By Colonel Medill. Did you at any time offer to employ Senato~ ·

•
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Westcott, or any other person, to present the said reservation
claim to the last board, Messrs. Brewster and Hardin, for their action, and to attend to the same?
Answer. I decline to answer this question at the present.
By same. Had you heard that Senator Westcott and Cor.smissioner Brewster were related, at the time you spoke to Senator
Westcott about this claim?
Answer. About that time I heard that they were connexions.
My claim was never before Colonel MedilJ, as I know of, for his
official action; but he wa!: called on for information about it several times. I never said to any one that Colonel Medill refused
to favor my claim because he was not paid for doing so, and my
belief now is, and always has been, that if I had offered th~ whole
amount to him it would not tave changed his mind about it. I
never knew of any fact or thing, tending to establish a charge of
corruption upon the present Commissioner of Indian Affairs, or
upon his office, that I can now in any way recollect. I. neyer
heard or knew of anything of the kind.
By same. Please state the nature and merits of this reservation
claim~

Answer. It is a reservation taken by me, as the head of an Indian family, under the treaties of 1817 and 1819, and is located in
Monroe county, Tennessee, on the waters of the Tennessee river.
It was surveyed off to me some time after the treaty of 1819; having been in possessio'l of the land from the fall of 1817.
By same. Are you still the owner of the said reservation, and
if not, how and when did. you become dispossessed of it?
Answer. I don't feel that I should answer any other question.
I ask that the books and papers be all brought to the committee.
his

DAVID

+ TAYLOR,

mark.
Test: J. E. BRADY.

FRIDAY, January 12, 184:9.
Committee met: present, Messrs. Fries, Brady, and Thompson.
Hon. C. Johnson, sworn. (Subprenaed at request of D. Taylor.)
Question by committee. Same as first question to J. K. Rogers.
Answer. I do not.
·
Question by committee. Have you any knowledge of the change,
alteration, or mutilation, of any books of the Indian Office, or of
the Cherokee commissioners in said office; and if so, by whom was
said alteration, change, or mutilation made, and when 7
Answer. I have no knowledge of any such thing; I never saw
said books, as well as I remember.
Question by Taylor. Did you tell David Taylor at any time that
the books of the Cherokee commissioners would not be sent to
Congress; and that Governor Marcy had told the President that the
reason why they would not be sent was, that they had been
changed?
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Answer. I do not remember any such conversation with Mr.
Taylor, but I recollect that I heard Governor Marcy say, in the
course of some conversation, and when speaking of the impropriety
of sending the books away from the department, that they ought
not to be sent to the Senate, lest they might be altered or changed.
This was said in casual conversation. I may have been mistaken
in my answer to Mr. Taylor's first question, in saying that I had
never seen the Cherokee books; I may have seen said books while
acting as chairman of the Indian Committee of the House of Representatives. Some books and papers were brought before the committee by Colonel Gardner, who was secretary to a board of commissioners; but I do not know whether these were all the books of
the commissioners or not. I know of no report made by Colonel
Gardner to the committee, and if such an one was made, I can
recollect nothing about it; it was returned, if there was such a one,
with the papers.
Question by Colonel Medill. Have you any acquaintance with
the official course of Colonel Medill, Commissioner of Indian Affairs; if so, what has it been in relation to efficiency, impartiality,
and personal integrity?
Answer. I am as well acquainted with the official course of Colonel Medill as that of any other officer not immediately under my
control, and have always believed that his office was among the
best conducted in the city, and never had reason to doubt, in the
least, the impartiality and integrity of that officer; and have regarded it as having been conducted with as much efficiency, impartiality, and integrity, as any office in the·city.
And further witness saith not.
C. JOHNSON •

.11. K. Parris, sworn.
Question by committee. Same as first to J. K. Rogers.
Answer. Nothing.
Question by Colonel M. Have you any acquaintance with the
official course of William Me dill, Commissioner of Indian Affairs ?
If so, what has it been in relation to efficiency, impartiality, and
personal integrity 1
Answer. In the discharge of the duties of the office of second
comptroller, I have had much. official intercourse with the Com missioner of Indian Affairs, and have found Colonel Medill efficient
and impartial as an officer, and have never entertained a doubt of
his personal integrity.
And further witness saith not.
ALBION K. PARRIS.

General John M. McCalla, sworn.
Question by committee. Same as first to J. K. Rogers.
Answer. I certainly do not.
Question by Colonel Medill. Have you any acquaintance with
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the official course of William Medill, Commissioner of Indian
Affairs 1 If so, what has it been in relation to efficiency, impartiality and personal integrity ?
Answer. I have only a general knowledge on that subject; but
so far as I am ac:quainted with Colonel Medill's official conduct, I
have always regarded him as a very good officer and a man of
integrity.
And further, witness sa! th not.
1
JOHN M. McCALLA.
JANUARY

12-2 o'clock, p. m.

1\Iembers of committee all present.
Hon. Mr. Brady stated to the committee the circumstances of
the refusal of Mr. Taylor, the witness, to answer the question as
stated upon the journal of the committee. (For proceedings, see
journal, 12th January, 1849 .)
John H. Eaton, who was examined in chief on Thursday last,
again appeared before the committee; but his further examination
was postponed until Monday next.
Mr. Mix, a clerk in the office of Indian Affairs, brought from the
Secretary of War the· books called for in the resolution adopted
this morning.
Committe adjourned 1:1ntil Monday, 15th, at 10 o'clock, a. m .

•

MoNDAY,

January 15, 1849.

Committee met: present, Messrs. Fries, Brady and Outlaw.
Comptroller A. K. Parris was again sworn. Witness states, upon
interrogatories touching payments upon certificates issued by Cherokee commissioners, that since the 15th June, 1844, the date of the
passage of the law taking jurisdiction in Cherokee cases settled by
Cherokee commissioners from the War Department, and casting it
upon the Treasury Department, that, so far as he understands, the
office of Indian Affairs has in all cases declined administrative examination. In relation to payments to agents or attorneys, ~itness
states that allowances were made in form by the Secretary of War,
and that there were some such cases, one or two of which he recollects were made to Colonel Stambaugh; but he has no recollection
of any action on such cases by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
Witness further states that prior to the treaty of 1846, all allowances for reservations made by Cherokee commissioners, sitting
under the treaty of 1835-'6, were charged upon and paid out of the
five million fund. In the treaty of 18!6 it is pro · ded, that reservations ware not properly chargeable upon said five million fubd,
but were properly chargeable upon the treasury of the United
States. After the ratification of the last named treaty I declined,
as comptroller, to pay some of the certificates of said Cherokee
commissioners, for the reason that there was no appropriation
applicable to their payment.
And further witness saith not.
ALBION K. PARRIS.
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General John M. McCalla was again sworn.
Question. Please state whether there was any administrative action by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs upon any of the allowances made on certificates issued by the last board of Cherokee
cemmissioners, Messrs. Brewster and Hardin?
Answer. I have examined the papers in the cases in which allowances were made by said commissioners, and I find no evidence
that any administrative examination or action whatever was had in
any of said cases by said Commissioner of Indian Affairs. I have
before me the certificates of the Cherokee commissioners, as well
in the cases where the awards or allowances have been paid, as in
those where these awards have not yet been paid, and I find no
evidence of any action whatever in either class of cases by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. I have brought these papers this
morning from my office, where they belong on file.
And further witness saith not.
JOHN M. McCALLA.

Charles E. Mix sworn.
Question. Mr. Mix, please produce the book of decrees made by
Messrs. Washington and Mason, and E~ton agd Hubley?
Answer. (Witness exhibit~ng a book marked F.) This is the
book containing all of said -decrees. This book, F, contains the
recorded decrees of Eaton and Hubley, and of Washington and
Mason. (Witness then exhibited two books designated as vol. 1
and 2, purporting to be the docket of claims submitted to Eaton
and Hubley.) Here is a book designated on the cover as "docket,"
which is regarded as a docket of cases presented to Washington
and Mason. Here are two vols. endorsed "records," containing
the decrees and proceedings of Brewster and Hardin. Here is a
book, marked "F, valuation of Chen,kee improvements," which
I identify as having accompanied other books ·and papers transmitted in 1839 by the first board of Cherokee commissioners. The
books referred to by me were put in my possession by direction of
the Secretary of War, in compliance, as I understood, with a resolution of this committee, to present to said committee.
Question by committee. Please state whe1 her these books are now
in the same condition in which they were when deposited in the
Indian Office?
Answer. The books are in the same condition now as they were
when they came into the office of Indian Affairs, as a branch of the
Department of War, by order of the President of July 24, 1847;
and I am satisfi
that if there has been any alteration or erasure
on any of said books, it has not been done at the office of Indian
Affairs at any time. The only alteration in any case, of any kind
or description, now indicated, wherein any entry appears different
now from what it was originally, when the records were in the
office of Indian Affairs, is that of a case entered as No. 76 on ~he
docket of Eaton and Hubley under the head of reser~at10n
claims, in which the entry appears different now from what 1t was
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when the book was turned over to the commissioners, Messrs.
Washington and Mason; this alteration consists in the erasur~ of
the words "by himself" as entered originally on the right hand
side of the page, in the claim of David 'fay lor for a reservation,
and the words "for review, J. H. Eaton," inserted; by which I understand that J. H. Eaton, instead of the claimant, was to represent the case as counsel before Messrs. \Vashington and Mason.
I am acquainted with the hand writing of General Eaton, and I
believe it to be his hand writing, as it is admitted by General Eaton,
now present before the committee. And the alteration now referred to was made prior to the appointment of William Medi"ll as
Commissioner of lnd ian Affairs.
The committee exhibited to Mr. Mix a small book brought
here by General Eaton, one of the former commissioners, and
claimed by General Eaton to be his pri\·ate property~ and Mr. Mix
was asked whether said small book was ever sent to the department
or deposited there as one of the books connected with the Cherokee
commissioners. (This book is supposed by the committee to be the
book referred to in the testimony of David Taylor, and the same
obtained by Senator Lewis and carried to his own room, by permission of Messrs. Brewster and Hardin, from which leaves were
said to be cut out and one other leaf inserted, &c.)
Answer. This book-(referring to the book described abo·ve,) purporting to be notes of evidence taken by John H. Eaton, one of the
former commissioners, taken in the summer of 1843, from which,
in the beginning of the book, twelve leaves are cut out, and about
the middle of the book one page is insert_ed-I unhesitatingly' declare never formed any part or parcel of the records transmitted
to the office of Indian Affairs in connexion with the several boards
of Cherokee commissioners, nor was the said book ever in the
office of Indian Affairs, either on deposite, or otherwise to my
knowledge. I have no recollection of ever seeing this book until
this morning, and from my official station in the office, as connected
with said Cherokee records, I would have been apprised of it, or
have known it, if said book had ever been in the Indian office.
And further this witness saith not.
CHARLES E. MIX.
General John H. Eaton appeared, and his examination was
resumed:
He produced a small book, marked on the cover ''Exama.," and
which, he says, contains the testimony given in by the Indians under
oath during the time he acted as a Cherokee commissioner with
Mr. Hubley, of Pennsylvania, in Cherokee county, Nonh Carolina;
that all the entries in said book are in his own hand writing; that,
at the commencement of the book, there are some 10 or 12 leaves
which he himself cut out, there being on them some old valueless
memoranda, written by the first board or some of their clerks.
There is one Jeaf pasted in about the centre for the purpose of recording those Indians who were on the census and those not; and also
certain valuations which were ordered to be made. This~ as stated,
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is a mere memoranda book to preserve the testimony of the Indians; and no decree was ever written in said book, but in a different one, marked F, now present on the tp.ble of the committee,
being one of those produced by Mr. Mix, by direction of the Secretary of War.
This book (the small book of memorandam) I
consider my private property, but which I loaned to both the last
boards, and it was by them afterwards returned to me. It never
was in the possession of the present Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
as far as I know or believe. There was no decree, order, or entry
in favor of David Taylor, or any other person, on those missing
leave.s. The following note appears on said book:
"N OTE.-Make an order for the valuers, while in the neighborhood of D. Taylor and other reservees there, to examine and
report for future adjudication, in the event their claims be
allowed."
But no decree in favor of his reserYation, right, or claim was
eyer made by Mr. Hubley and myself.
And further witness saith not.

JNO. H. EATON.
General Eaton adds:

I The reason why the above order was made to have David Taylor's and other reservations valued, was that the valuers being
about to proceed to that section of country, the direction was given
to prevent any after expense in the event we should allow his
reservation claim.

JNO. H. EATON.
Committee adjourned ~ntil to-morrow, 10 o'clock, a. m.
TuESDAY, January 16,1849.
Coiilmittee met: present, Messrs. Fries, Brady and Thorppson.
For. action of committee upon a paper presented by Geo. M .
.Bibb, see journal proceedings of committee of this date.
Committee adjourned until 10 o'clock to-morrow, a. m.
WEDNESDAY, January 17, 1849.
Committee met: present, Hon. Messrs. Fries, Brady and Outlaw.
David Taylor appeared upon a subprena issued yesterday. The
books were shown to witness, and, after examining the small book
brought by General Eaton, and claimed by him as his private property, and particularly described in the testimony of General Eaton
on Monday last, the witness said: This he thinks is the book, and,
with his hand on the page which had been wafered in-the ruling
being up and down the page, while the body of the pages had the
ruling across the page-said this is the bo?k. W~ile se~reta ry was
reading the above statement to the committee, Witness mterrupted
him by saying that he can't say whether this is the book or not.
He rather thinks the book he meant was a little larger. I can't
say whether it is the book or not. After thinking of it, as well as
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he can mind, he inclines to think the book was a b1gger book than
this.
Question by Hon. lVIr. Brady. Was the book which you saw in
the room of Mr. Lewis the docket of General Eaton, one of the
commissioners?
Answer. I believe it was. It was said to be, and I was told it
was, and that it was a part of the record. (Upon his attention
being directed to the particular question last above, witness said
he would answer no further questions.) Upon remarks of Hon.
Messrs. Thompson and Outlaw, witness said "that most of the
book was in the hand writing of General Eaton, as he was told;
and he believes it was in General Eaton's hand writing; and I
thought it was General Eaton's docket."
The dockets of Eaton and Hubley, foolscap size, marked vol. 1
and 2 were shown to the witness; and he was asked if he had ever
seen said books?
Answer. I do not know whether I ever saw said books. I don't
think I ever did.
There was then exhibited to Mr. Taylor, book marked F, containing the opinions and decrees of Messrs. Eaton and Hubley;
and wi.tness was asked if he had ever seen said book.
Answer. I don't remember that I ever saw that book beforethere's no mark about it, by which I can remember whether I ever
saw it or not.
his
DAVID+ TAYLOR,
mark.
Test: J. E. BRABY.
THuRSDAY, January 18, 1849.
Committee met at 10 o'clock, a. m.: present, Hon. Messrs ..
Brady, Outlaw, and Thompson.
·
The notes taken by Hon. Mr. Brady, of the testimony of George
M. Bibb, were read over to committee, in presence of the witnes3,
:Bibb, and such corrections as witness suggested were made .by I\'Ir.
:Brady.
Qommissioner Medill presented his objections in writing, to porti:ons of the testimony of George M. Bibb, in the following words,
VIZ:

"Mr. Medill objects to all that part of Mr. Btbb's testimony
which impeaches the truth of the report of Messrs. Brewster and
Hardin to the P!'esident, of 23d June, 1847; the same being
wholly irrelevant to the issue before the committee, and the commissioners not being present to defend themselves.
·
"He also objects to the receipt by the committee of the letter of
1\tlr. Bibb to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in reply to the
letter of the commissioner refusing him the books and papers of
the Cherokee commissioners; the same being an argument, and in
no way pertinent to the matter under consideration."
The first objection was overruled by the committee, and the
second objection was sustained.
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The following is a true copy of the evidence of George M. BiblJ,
esq., as taken down by Hon. Mr. Brady, of the committe, on the
6th instant, viz:
It was a matter of great notoriety that one of the two commis- ..
sioners, Mr. Brewster, was in Philadelphia attending to his practice. This became so onerous as to produce a remonstrance to the
President. They were commissioners under the Cherokee treaty,
the 17th article. These are inducements to the testimony. The
non-attendance of the commissioners produced a memorial to the
President of the United States, which was referred to Commissioner
of Indian Affairs. Upon that memorial being referred to Mr.
Medill, two letters were written by Mr. Medill, one addressed to
the two commissioners asking for an explanation; another letter
was written to Mr. Brewster in Philadelphia, the letter will explain itself. I say that the commissioners were absent again and
again, and produced complaint. The commissioners were Messrs.
Hardin and Brewster. After those two letters were written, Mr.
Medill made a written report-annual report, in which he referred
to those commissioners. The commission terminated, perhaps in
July. The last acts of the commissioners were on the 23d July,
1847. The report was made to the next session of Congress. The
statement to which I refer in the report, is that part which speaks
of the conduct of the commissioners.
Question by Mr. Thompson. Did the commisioners act upon -all
the claims before them?
Answer. I was engaged in but few claims; before the termination of the commission I received claims which were not pres ented. Those that were under my charge were acted upon. When
l saw bow the commissioners decided, I told those for whom I was
t.ngaged, that I would not compromise my dignity as a lawver, by
~ ppearing before them. After the correspondence of Mr. Medill
' 1:ith the commiss10ners, the commission_ers met and went on with
1 b eir duties.
The report referred to in this evidence is found,
E x. Doc. No. 8, 1st session, 30th Congress, page 744.
I know that Mr. Brewster was away; I went to Mr. Brewster's
house; his sisters told me he was in Philadelphia, and he was
absent a considerable time; Mr. Hardin was l·ere all the timet I
believe; thf're was notice published in the public papers; the commissioners woul.l not permit a lawyer to read an argument before
them; they sat in secret session, and the first notice the claimant
had of the adjudication of his claim was from the clerk; they had
a notice over their door, "no admittance;" the written arguments
were received by the clerk of the commissioners; the evidence was
required to be in writing and the arguments in writing; I went to
the clerk and he always gave me access to the evidence in the
case.
3d. The next facts to which I call the attention of the commit·
tee. After the commission had terminated, these books, (of the
commissioners) which were the records of the proceedings and decisions of the commissioners as recorded by their clerk (the book _
referred to preduced, deposited with Commissioner of Indian Affairs'
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by the President.) On the 6th September; 1847, after the books
and papers had been deposited in the Indian bureau, I made
personal application to Mr . .IVIedill to see them; he replied that
they were locked up, and he said he would not open them till he.
made his annual report. Upon receiving that answer, I demande
to see the decisions as a matter of right, being of counsel for som
of the claimants. I had not seen the opinions of the commissioners;
in the latter part of their session. Previous to this application, o
the same day, Mr. Medill furnished me ·with the abstract of the
claims acted upon and decided, and which are contained in the report referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs by the President and filed in that office. I demanded, as a matter of right, t
see the records of the decisions and opinions of the commissioners
That .demand was induced by seeing on the a b s t r a c t - - - - - -..
Mr. Medill requested me to put down my demand in writing. Oo.
the 7th Septem her, 184 7, I reduced to writing my• demand, in a
letter, and sent it to l\tlr. 1\iledill, which is herewith submitted and
marked A. [Letter read . .J I received an answer, marked B, which.
is also submitted.
4th. Mr. Medill's letter, dated 27th August, 1846, Senate document 113, 29th Congress, 2d session. I call the attention [of tli
committee J to this part of it. Here was read, on page 3, from tbe
worus "I refer you, however," &c., down to the words ''applicabl
to their payment," at the end of the fifth paragraph.

Cross- examination.
Question by Commissioner Medill to witness Bibb. Where di ·
Commissioners Brewster and Hardin hold their session; and did
you ever see or know of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to be
in the room where they transacted their business?
Answer. They held their sessions in one of the committee rooms:
at the capitol. I never saw Mr. Medill in the presence of the
commissioners.
By same. After your request, as aforesaid, in relation to the book
and papers of the Cherokee commissioner was declined by the Commissioner of Indi~n Affairs, did you or not take an appeal to the
Secretary of War or the President, or speak to either of them oa
the subject; and if so, what was their decision in relation thereto .
Answer. After receiving ~ir. •Medill"s letter refusing my request,
I repeated my request by another letter to :Mr. Medi1I, urging rea
sons in support of my right, to which I received no answer. I did
not apply to the Secretary of War or the !'resident, or speak toe·the.r on the subject.
The foregoing answers to the interrogatories put by Mr ..Medill,
are taken down in my own language; the testimony in chief, as
taken down by a member of the committee, is in his language, is ail
abstract of my testimony, and is substantially correct; the testimony, as drawn out by myself at request of the committee and presented to the committee, was returned to me, as haviz1g been re
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jected by a majority of the committee who had been consulted on
the subject, as argumentative.
GEO. M. BIBB.
January 10, 1849.
Jan·uary 24, 1849.
Committee met : present, Hon. Chairman, and Hon. Messrs.
Brady and Outlaw.
Preston Starrett, sworn. (See Journal of 24th January.)
Question by committee. Do you know any thing in the course
pursued by Wm. Medill, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in the
administration of hi~ official duties, showing corru,ption or affecting his integrity as a public officer? If so, state the same particularly.
·
Answer. I state, that after the resolution of Congress-! don't
know exactty when that resolution was passed, probably in 1844,
on a report made by a minority of the Cherokee committee, and
sustained by the House-at the organization of the last board, he,
notwithstanding that resolution and report, gave instructions to the
last board of commissioners; and in that, referring the board to the
opinion of the attorney general, Legare, and omitting to refer them .
also to the opinion of Attorney General Butler, on the same point,
and suggesting to them to report to his office before issuing any
certificates on any decrees they might make, that they mighf be
informed by the department whether or not there was money in the
treasury to pay them, and that they "freely and fully advtse with
this department on the seYeral matters committed to you.i' In
one of his reports made to Congress he has stated that charges on
the Cherokee fund had been. improperly made, and he recommended the money to be re-appropriated by Congress, and returned to
the fund, which did not cover all the improper charges on that
fuf\d whi . ought to have been reported. I thought that he had
improper
interfered in the matter of compensation to attorneys
and agents of Cherokee claimants-making invidious distinctionsnot seeing the papers, and knowing that a regulation of the department required that such cases should undergo his administrative
examination, but on the examination of the papers prodilced here
by the second auditor, I find no administrative action of his marked
upon them. I applied at .th~ office of Indian Affairs, in company
with Judge BiLb, after the termination of the board of commissioners, for leave to inspect thBir records in relation to my casescases in ·which I was agent. Mr. Medill was absent. I spoke to
Mr. Cochran, who showed me the list of cases with the action
marked, showing whether rejected or allowed, made to the President and referred t~ the office, but which was not the record I
wanted to see. I wished to inspect the decrees, in order to inform
my clients and myself what grounds were taken by the board on
which the claims had been decided against, not having been permitted to see them before they were retu rned to that office. I understood lVfr. Cochran to be chief clerk. We ask ed for the book
WEDNESDAY,
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of decrees, which he refused to let us see. I believed that it was
a public record, and one which we, as authorized agents, had a
· right to inspect. I never made personal application to see the records again, but did make application through my attorney, Judge
Bibb, to the commissioner, anrl. I saw his written refusal. I was
• in the gallery of the Senate when the amendment in relation to the
interest on commutation to the North Carolina Indians was under
consideratiQn in that body. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs
was in the lobby, immediately behind Senator Atherton, chairman
of Committee of Finance. The Commissioner appeared to be called.
on by that gentleman, as they frequently conversed across the bar,
as I supposed for explanations about the matter. After one of those
conversations, Mr. Atherton turned around and stated to the Senate
that hew informed that commutation for renoval and subsistence
was nev r allowerl to Cherokee Indians, except in the early stages
of emigration, and that as soon as the department became informed
that the agents and commissioners were allowing it to the Indians,
the departm ent ordered it to be stopped, and that those who had
received it were charged with it, and that it would be taken out of
the first money or allowance that would be made to the :n or due to
them. I do not recollect the precise form of expression. I knew
that commutation had been allowed to David Taylor and Gideon
F. Morris, very near the close of emigration, for themselYes and
their families. I kGow that some time afterwards, perhaps in '42
or '43, allowances were made to both of these men. I have no
knowledge of their ever being called on to replace the money .
. Question by Colonel .M edill. Were the instructions to which you
refer as having been given to the last board of Cherokee commissioners in writing; if so, to what communication or communications
do you allude?
Answer. The instructions I allude to were shown to me in writing by the secretary of the board of commissioners; they are dated
August 27th, 184:6, and are contained in Senate document, 2d session, 29th Congress, Doc. 113, page 203, letter A, in 3d vol.,
Senate documents, 1846 and 1847.
By same. About what time did you apply to Mr. Cochran for
permission to examine the books and papers of the board of Cherokee commissioners, as above stated?
Answer. Very shortly after the adjournment of the last board of
Cherokee commissioners, or the termination of their period of serVICe.

By same. Did you apply for a general examination of the books
and papers of said board, or did you merely ask to see any particular cases?
Answer. I asked for an examination of the records, with a view
tosee particular cases in which I was interested .
.By same. Did you present any cases or claims to the last board
for adjudication; and if so, please state, as far as you recollect,
what cases or claims they were?
Answer. I presented no new cases that I recollect of-all the
cases I have charge of were before former boards, with all the papers.
I
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My recollection is, that I br~ught up before the comm1~s~oners
one of the cases of Ha.n nah Harlin alias Perry; one of Wilham
Henson; one of Nathaniel Peak, and one of Elijah Sutton; an.d
my impression is, that I brought up the case of the children of
Vaty Ward.
By same. Do you mean to be understood, in your answer to the
last question, that the papers, in the cases referred to, were left by
you with Commissioners Washington and Mason?
Answer. They were presented to the first board, and the papers
remained in the possession of the commissioners who sat afterwards, or at the War Department, when there was no board in ses·sion, except at such times as we were indulged to examine them.
I found the papers in the possession of the last board, and took
it for granted that they were turned over with all the other papers
of the former boards. The last board did not allow us to take a
paper out of the office; the three former boards did.
By same. Will you designate or describe the claims above referred to, as being brought by you to the notice of the last board,
so far as to say whether they were for reservations, pre-emptions
or spoliations?
Answer. I think there were none prepared for their action but
the reservation claims of the persons above named; all these persons had claims of each kind, but I think the pre-emption and spO<liation cases were not· prepared and brought up for the action of
the board; of this I am not certain, but I think not.
By same. Did you at any time ask any action or decision by the
last board on said cases, or did you not prefer a request to the
said board that they would act on no case or claim in which you
were interested either as attorney or otherwise?
Answer. The cases I prepared for their action I requested them
to act on in the first instance. I am J10t prepared to say whether
they acted on any of these cases before I filed a protest against
their action on any of my cases; I handed a list of the cases to the
secretary, and with said list a written protest against their acting
on them, for reasons assigned.
By same. At the time you say you applied to Mr. Cochran, and
subsfquently through Judge Bibb to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, for an inspection of the books of the Cherokee c mmissioners, were not you and others preparing a series of articles for newspaper publication, reviewing and "attacking the action and proceedings of the late board ?
The witness expressed a willingness to answer the question if
the committee decided that he should answer it; but excepted to·
it unless that decision should be made by the committee.
e
committee not being full, no oecision was made upon this exception. Question not insisteJ on.
By same. Did you hear the conversation which you say appeared
to take place bet ween Senator Atherton and the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs in the Senate chamber, and do you know what the
same wa:s about, or that the latter communicated to JVIr. Atherton
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any portion of the information which you say that gentleman afterwards gave to the Senate 1
Answer I could not hear a solitary word the Commissionei" of
Indi.an Affairs said to Mr. Atherton from where I was, in the gallery; of course I do not know what he did say.

PRESTON STARRETT.
January 26.
Committee mt!'t: present, Messrs. Fries, Brady, and Outlaw.
lVIr. Charles E. Mix was re-introduced as a witness, and the fo lowing question was propounded by Commissioner Medill:
Please state what the c.ourse of the Department of War has been
in relation to the allowance of commutation and sub5istence to the
Cherokee Indians; and in giving such course, state the orders and
decisions which indicate the same?
Answer. The uniform course of the department, as far as it
comes under my knowledge, (since the commen0ement of emigration llnder the Cherokee treaty of 1835-'6,) has been opposed to the
payment of commutation for removal and subsistence, except to
Cherokees who actually removed west of the Mtssi~sippi, or indicated a desire or intention to do so. As evidence, I refer to Senate
.document No. 120, 2d session 25th Congress, page 205, for a letter
from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to B. F. Curry, superintendent of Cherokee removals, of date November 12, 1836, in which he is
informed that whenever advances of commutation for transportation
were made, he must be careful to use proper measures to insure the
accomplishment of the object in making them. I also refer to pages
733 and 739, same doc., for a letter from said superintendent of removals to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in which he states that
in order to secure the government against imposition relative to the
commutation, bonds are required, of the tenor of an enclosed
blank, in the following words: " We, the undersigned, Cherokee
emigrants, are jointly and severally held and firmlj· bound unto
----,President of the United States, and his successtars in
office, in the penal sum o f - - dollars; for which payment, well
and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, &c.;
te be void, nevertheless, if we transport ours~lves and familes to the
Cherokee nation, west of the Niississippi river, by the-- day of
- - , 183-, and setth~ permanently there; otherwise the above obligation to remain in full force and virtue: in which case we also forfeit
all our cJairns, as Cherokees, against the government of the United
States, either for improvements or occupancy in the Cherokee nation east. Witness our hands and seals, this - - day of--,
183-." I also refer to page 273, same document, for a letter from
the Commissioner of Indian Atfairi to Nathaniel Smtth, superintendent of Cherokee removals, of date 20th May, 1837, in which it is
stated that "the practice of paying the year's subsistence east of
the Mississippi is irregular and must be abandoned." Also, to
pa.ge 321, same document, for a letter from the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs t.0 said superintendent of Cherokee removals, dated
FRIDAY,
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22d SeptEmber, 1837, informing him that the department will permit a commutation of the year's subsi~tence to Cherokees who are
steady and estimable men, well qualified to remove themselves, and
who i'n ten d in good faith to rem o v e within the t 1m e specified . I
also rEfer to House report No. 391, 1st session 28th Congress, volume 2, 1843-'4, pages 45 to 54 inclusi\'e, for the action of Commissioners Eaton and Hubley and the Secretary of War on R claim for
commutation. I also refer to a decision of honorable John Bell,
Secretary of War, on a claim of J. K. Rogers for commutation, and
to the decision of the Second Comptroller of the Treasury, of 23d
April, 1841, in same case; and to a letter from the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs of 18th May, 1846, to the honorable Jos. W.
Chalmers, of the Senate of the United States, in relation to thereference by him of a letter addressed to said commissioner by Mr.
David Taylor, iu which the following question is propounded:
'"And whether or not I have ev~r received my portion of such
money as was to have been tlis!ributed per capita?" the answer to
which question by the Commissioner of Indi<1n Affairs is as follows:..
"Until a final settlement has been had of the disbursements made to
carry into effect the treaty of 1835-'36, with the Cherokees, I am not
_ prepared to say, considering the character of the payments which
have been made to Mr. Taylor, whether he has, or has not, received his portion of such money as was to have been distributed
per capita. It may be proper to remark that Mr. Taylor received,
as commutation for removal and subsistence, $640, and that, not
having removed, this sum will probably be charged to him as so
much per capita money, under the recent opinion of the Attor·
ney General, and the present views of this department." I
also refer, for the opinion of the Attorney General rPferred to
in the above quotation from the letter of Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, to House Doc., Report No. 632, 30th Congress, 1st session,
pages 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. The superintendent of Cherokee removals 'vas required to forward to the department muster rolls of
all the Cherokees who enrolled for emigration, and who were permittedeto remove themselves. I would also state, from my position
in the office of Indian Affairs, that I know it vvas the optnion of
the head of the office, and his determination, on a final settlement
between the Unite States and the Cherokets, so far as the office
was concerned, to deduct from the per capita portion of such Cherokees as had not emigrated, and did not intend to emigrate, the
amounts that had been advanced to them respectively for commutation of removal and subsistence. That settlement bas not yet
b"een effected. In relation to payments made to Gid. F. Morris
and David Taylor, on decrees of Cherokee commissioners, or allowances by the Secretary of War, witness states (in reply to a question
by Commissioner of Indian Affairs) that at the time those respective
awards and allowances were made, an agent of the War Department
was in the State of North Carolina, for the purpose of en rolling those
Cherokees who were desirous to emigrate, and it was not known,
but that the individuals referred to, and above named, would avail
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themselves of the opportunity afforded them to remoYe to the Cherokfe country ''Test; that so far as payments were made to Mr.
:Morris and Mr. Taylor, on decrees for pre-emptions, said payments
were made under the operations of the act of June, 1844, by the
Treasury Department; the \V<tr Department haYing declintd ordering the payment of the eertifi cates issued by Commissioners Eaton
and Hubley for these respective c laims; as a consequence, the office
of Inrlian Affairs entertained no jurisdiction in relc.tion to the payment of said claims.
Qut-stion by same. How ~Ed the cases of Hannah Harlin, alias
Perry, \Vm. Henson, Nathl. Peak, Elij~h Sutton, and children of
Caty Ward, for resetvations, get before the last board of commissioners, so far as you know fro~ the records of said commissioners,
or t1 therwise?
Answer. By reference to vol. 1, of the "minute docket of the
transactions of the board of commis~ioners [fl) Urth commission]
under the treaty of 29th December, 1835, with the Cherokees," at
page~' I find that on the 14th September, 1846, the case of Hannah Harlin, alias Perry, for a reservation, is entered thus: ''and now,
on this day, came the petitioner, by J. F. Gillespy, his attorney,
and filed his petition and evidence for the value ot a reservation of
64 0 acres of l an d , u o d e r the provision s of the treaty of 1817."
Same volume, at page 80, l find in the case of William [Richard]
Henson, for reservation, this entry: "and now, on this day, came
the claimant by J. H. Eaton, his attorney, and filed the papers in
this case;" same volume, at page 74, I find the case of Nathaniel
Peak entered thus: "and now, on this day, came the claimant, by
Eaten and Gillespy, attorneys, and filed the papers in this case;"
same volume, at page 73, I find in the r,ase of Eiijah Sutton's children, for reservation, an entry, as follows: "and now, on this day,
came the claimants, by Eaton and Gill espy, their attorneys, and
filed the papers in this case;" same volume, at page 11, in the case
of Caty Ward's ·chi!dren, is the following entry: "and now, on this
day, came the petitioners, by \V. H. Thomas, their attorney, and
filed their pet,tion and ev idence for a reservation."
By same. Do the records of the last board of commi'!sioners
show that Preston Starrett. in his own name as claimant, or as
attorney, presented or called up for their action any cases or case
whatever; and if so, please state what casQs?
Answer. On page 115, of vol. 1, before described, (same volume
heretofore described by witness,) is the following entry:
'(Preston Starritt I

vs.

~Pre-emption.

The United States. )
"And now, on this day J came the claimant, by
attorney, and filed this case."

Vv.

H. Thomas,

At page 67, of vol. 2 of said minut~ docket, I find an entry in
the name of Rebecca Starritt, of a claim for an improvement, in
which it is stated, "and nr>w on this day eame the claimant, and
the commissioners having fully consiJered the papers submitted to
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former board," (description of papers here appears,) "do adjudge
llnd decree that this claim be rP}ected," &c. At p::ge 78, of vol.
1, aforesaid, I find it stated that in the cases of the claims of Irena
B.uddell, John Smith, and vVilliam (Richard) Henson, for pre-emptions, the papers in each casr were filed by Eaton and Starrett, as
ttorneys. At page 76, same volume, in the case of Sally KeU, for
a pre-emption, I find that Eaton anrl Starrett appear as at.t orneys,
nd "filed the papers in this case." Same volume, page 76, I find
it stated that Preston Starrett, as attorn..ey, filed the papers in the
~~se of the claim of Elijah Sutton for an improvement and spolia2

iOn.

:By same. Were the papers in the above named cases in the posession of the War Department between the termination of the 3d
oard, and the commencement of the 4th or last board, and by the
~partment turned over to the said ]ast board; and if not, where
ere they?
Answer. I cannot state positively whether the said papers were
or were not in possession of the War Department between the termination of the 3d board and the commencement of thf 4th or last
board; because, when the 3d board returntd to the War Department 1he books and papers of the commission, no examination
was had with a vitw to identify the particular papers which had
been before them; and that when the 4th board was organized, and
the t:runks containing the records and files received from the 3d
hoard- were turned over to said board, no particular examination
was marie of their contents; but from a receipt of Preston Starrett,
found on file among the papers of the Cherokee commissioners,
which I submit herewith, in the following words, viz :
"'Reed. this 13th of July, from the office of Cherokee comms.,
·h e papers in the following cases:
"Pre-emtion .-John Smith, No. 73; Irena Ruddell, No. 72;
~ally Kelly, No. 7; John Timson, No. 6; Charles Ward, No. 60;
Wm. Henson, No. 63; Henry Smith, No. 75.
"Reservations.-No. 81; Elijah Sutton, No. 24; N . Peak, No.
1)'1; vYm. alias Richd. Henson, No . 81.
"Spolations.-Nathi. Peak, No. 160; Hanah Perry, No. 18;t
ilas Perry, No. 16; Elijah Sutton, No. 99.
"PRESTON STARRITT,

".11 t to. in fact."
) n connexion with entries on the dockets of Eaton and Hubley,
which were in possession of the third board, (Washington and
ason,) and of the entries in t~e minute docket of ~he ~ourth
board, indicating that the papers In 1he cases embraced In sa1d recei•pt, which were presented to it, were filed by the attorney or
• ttorneys, and that, in other cases covered by said receipt, 1t does
~ot appear that they ever were submitted to or acted on by said
oard, or, from an examination I have made, to be found among
he papers returned by said board, and now on deposite in the War
epartment, I am led to the conclusion that the papers in the
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~ases

referred to in the question I am now answering, were not in
the possession of the War Department in the interval between the
sittings of the third and fourth or 1ast boards of commissioners; but,
from the cireumstaHces above stated, were in possession or custody
of Mr. Starritt or his attorneys. AHhough the year in which the
receipt of Preston Starritt above was given does not appear on the
face of said receipt, yet, from entries wl1ich I identify to be in the
:Rand writing of the secretary to the third board, Messrs. Washington and Mason, upon the docket in possession of said board, said
receipt 01ust have been given on 13th July, 1844. In answer to a
question relating to decrees' or decisions upon the cases above re· ·
ferred to, witness states that the reservation cases of Hannah Harlin or Perry, Elijah Sutton, William, alias Richard, Henson, Nathl.
Peak, and the chiloren of Caty Ward, were disposed of by the
several boards as follows: The case of Hannah Harlin or Perry was
presented to the fi'rst board, and rejected; to the second board,
which decided that the claim was res adj-udicata, and to the last
board, and by it rejected; the case of Elijah Sutton was rejected
by the first board, declined as res adjudicr~ta by the srcond, and rejected by the fourth board; the case of Henson rejected by the
first board, declined as res adjudicata by the second, and rejected
by the fourth; the case of Nathl. Peak rejected by the first board,
declined as res adjudicata by the second, dismissed by the thirrJ,
and rejected by the fourth board; the case of Caty Ward's children
rejected by the first board, declined as res adjudicata by the second, and rejected by the fourth board. The pre-emption claims
were not entertawed by the first board, and the third and fourth
boards rejected all claims for pre-emptions. The claim of Rebecca
Starrett for an improvement was rejected by the fourth boarcl, in
whose decree it is stated that it had been allowed by a former
board; the claim of Elijah Sutton for a spoliation and impro,·ement was r ejected by the fourth board~ and, in their decree, they
say "this case is again presented after having been twice rejected."
CHARLES E. MI

January 27, 18-!9.
Con mittee met: present, Messrs. Fries and Thompson.
SATURDAY,

Duff Green, sworn.
Question by committee. Do you know any thing in the course
pursued by Mr. lVfedi11, Commissioner of Inoian Affairs, in the administration of his official duties, showing corruption, or affecting
his integrity as a public officer? if so, please state' the same particularly.
·
Answer. This question is so framed as to be difficult to answer,
without the answer being liable to misconstruction. .Mr. Medill,
in his intercourse with me, both personally and officially, has been
court Pous; and I have no complaints to make, except as I am about
to state. Wm. H. Thomas, of North Carolina, was the agent for
the North Carolina Cherokees, and had employed me to aid him in
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the advocacy of their claims. Mr. Crawford, Nir. M.'s predecessor, had made decisions adverse to their clai-m s, and used extraordinary efforts to defeat them upon an appeal to the Presid'3nt.
After Mr. Medill's appointment, I called to see him, and had some·
conversation with him. From the general tone of the conversation, I had great confidence that he would interpose no improper
obstacle in the adjustment of those claims. I afterwards found
• that in making up his report, of March 31, 1846, he had taken
strong ground against their claim
for removal and subsistence.
1
In a conversation with him in relation to that report, he gave me
to u nd erstan d that he felt ' it to be his d ut.y to sustain the previous
action of the department; and I ·became convinced that all argument would be lost upon him, b'ecause he could not be induced by
argument, or the facts of ·the case, to do otherwise than to sustain
wbat had been done by the department. From that time, deeming
it fruitless to make any effort to obtain justice for the claimants
through the department, I advised Mr. Thomas to rely upon the
President and upon Congress. I mention these facts, not as charging Mr. Medill with official or personal corruption, but as explaining rn y disapprobation of his administration of the deputment, as
tending to perpetuate existing abuses. It may be that in the further examination of these claims, between the time of my first conversation with Mr. Medill on the subject, and the making of his
report above referred to, he may have become satisfied that it was
his duty t0 sustain the previous action of the department, to the
extent indicateJ by his report. But from the manner in which he
spoke of Mr. Thomas, and from his manner rather than from what
he said, an impression was made upon my mind that, having committed h imself by his written report, he was resolved to maintain
what he had said, and I looked upon him as a partizan laboring to
sustain his own err oneous opinions, rather than a fair and impartial
public officer, and therefore ceased to trouble him in ff•lation to the
ma.tter. As to the truth or falsehood of the charges upon which it
seems this investigation is founded, I know nothing. I know
no thin against CoJonel .Medill's personal or official integrity, further titan as explained above, and that I wish to be understood as
referring to the principle upon which he administered the department, and not as charging him With either personal or official corruption.
By Colonel Medill. Please state what claims or class of claims
you refer to as haYing been employed by William H. Thomas to
advocate, and in relation to which you called on Mr. ~Iedill, as
aforesaid?
Answer. I was employed by Mr. Thomas to aid him in a_dvocating
the claims of the North Carolina Cherokees generally. The conversation to which I have referred was in reference to Mr. Medill's
report of March 31, 184:6, and the objection therein taken to the
claim for $53 33 each for removal and suhsistence. That conversation was held in Mr. Nledill's office, and my impression is that it
was about the date of his report above referred to, and my present
recollection is that I then read that report for the first time.
·
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Question by Hon. Mr. Tbompson. Do you know anything further; if so, please state it.
Answer. The effect of the report a~d conversation referred to
upon my mind was that I conceived it to be my duty to advise Mr.
Thomas not to present his other claims for adjustment to the board
of Cherokee commissioners, unless he could be satisfied that th.ere
would be no improper efforts on the part of the Indian Bureau to
control their decisions, which I was apprehensive would. be made.

DUFF GREEN .

••

•

•
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APPENDIX.
List of documents accompanying report of select committee, frc.

1. Letter from Hon. T. L. Clingman to chairman, Dec. 11, 1848.
2. Extract from National lntelltgencer, of August 11, 1848.
3. Letter from Hon. T. L. Clin2man to chairman, Dtc. 13, 1848.
4.
Hon. T. L. Clingman to chairman, Jan. 9, 1849.
5.
Commissioners Washington and Mason to Secretary
of War, October 18, 1844.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Messrs. Brewster
and Hardin, August 27, 1846.
Commissioner Hardin to President, Feb. 15, 1847.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Commissioner
Brewster, April 16, 1847.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Commissioner
Han\ in., A p ri 1 16, 184 7.
Commissioner Brewster to Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, April 17, 1847.
Commissioner Hardin to Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, April 19, 1847.
Richard Fields and others to President, May 10,

1847.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Messrs. Brewster
and Hardin, June 2, 1847.
Commissioner Brewster to Commissioner of Intlian
Affairs, June 9, 1847.
Commissioner Hardin to Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, June 17, 1847.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Messrs. Brewster
and Hardin, June 23, 1847.
Hon. G. M. Bibb to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
September 7, 1847.
Commissioner of Indian Affuirs to Hon. G. M. Bibb,
September 7, 1847.
E. Harding, esq. to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
S.eptember 25, 1847, (with letter from P. Starrett
enclosed.)
Secretary of vVar to chairman, January 31, 1849,
(with letter to Hon. H. V. Jo~nson enclosed.)
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No. 1.

A.
HousE oF REPRESENTATIVEs,

December 11, 1848.
SIR: Your favor, communicating the resolution of the select
committee, has been received. To prevent any misconception, it
is proper that I should call the attention of the committee to what
occurred at the last session of Congress. During the debate referred to, when it was intimated by Mr. Vinton that the information on which he relied had been derived from. the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, I remarked that I placed little or no reliance on
statements from that quarter; that, from the information I had received, I believed that the Indian Bureau was corrupt, and that the
head of it (Medill) was dishonest, and that I had no confidence in
his statements. I also went on to state that, such was the distrust
of thos.e interested in the transactions of that Bureau, that I had
been applied to more thail once to move a resolution directing that
the books of the Cherokee commissioners should be removed for
safe custody to a place of greater security, for that it had been
said that the records of the commissiOners had been altered in some
instances by the officers of the Indian Bureau. This, however, I
said was represented to have occurred during the time of Mr.
Medill's predecessor.
It will be seen, therefore, that I preferred no specific charge
against the Bureau as at present organized, but merely expressed an
opinion, generally, founded on the statements of others. I recall
this matter to the recollecti
of the meml)ers of the committee,
because I had not then nor have I now aEy intention of assuming
the office of prosecutor. Nevertheless, having as yet no reason to
change the opinions then entertained or exp.ressed, I am pleased
that the committee has been raised, and will cheerfully give such
aid as I cam conveniently do in the prosecution of what I regard
as a praiseworthy undertaking.
I would, therefore, in the first place, invite the attention of the
committee to the memorial of the Cherokee claimants, which I had
the honor to submit at the last session,
d which was ordered to
be printed by the House. I would also suggest the pr8priety of
examining the Hon. George M. Bibb, Preston Starrett and Johnson
K. Rogers, esquires, all of whom are at this time probably in the
city. There are some other sources of information, and other witnesses, to wb em I hope to be able to give the committee references
at "n early day.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully,
T. L. CLINGMANP
Ho.n. GEo. FRIEs, Chairman.
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B.
[National Intelligencer .]
HousE oF REPRESENTATIVES,

Jiugust 9, 1848.
"The House then again resolved itself into Committee of the Whole
·on the state of the Union, and resumed the consideration of the
civi'l and diplomatic appropriation bill.
Nir. Bowdou advocated w1th much earnesh1ess an item' which the
Senate had inserted for a claim of David Taylor, who had married
an Indian wife, and was entitled to six hundred acres of land, officially valued at $20,489. The claim was recommended by the Secretary of the Treasury and the Attorney General and the accounting officers of the treasury.
Mr. Clingman supported the claim, and took occasion to warn
the committee against any opposition which might have been made
to it by Mr. Medill, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, who be
understood had endeavored to prejudice the claim, because the
agents of the claimant peremptorily refused to make an allowance
for his·favoring the claim. Mr. C. denouneed the Indian Bureau
as thoroughly corrupt. He had been credibly informed that the
books in that Bureau had been altered and falsified for corrupt
purposes, (though this, he believed, had been done during the incumbency of nir. Crawford, the predecessor of the present commissioner.) He had no confidence in Mr. Medill, nor would he
believe any statement he should m e. An application had been
ma.de to the department to have the t>ooks taken out of his office
and deposited in some place where they should be safe from a1tftrations.
Mr. Bowdon dis~laimed taking any part in this matter between
1\!Ir. Clingman and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, but went on
to ad vocate 'the claim of David Taylor until the time allotted to
debate expired.
The committee then proceeded to vote on the amendments of the
Senate, (ninety-nine in II) of which elevtn were ·agreed to, and
forty-two, including t t for the schooner Amistad, were disagreed to.
The committee then rose and reported progress, and the House,
at twenty minutes before 11 o'clock at night, adjourned."

No. 3.

c.
December 13, 1843.
SIR: I have just received your note conveying an inquiry as to
HousE OF REPRESENTATivEs,

whether portions of a report of my remarks made in the Intelli-

gencer is correct or not; I am surprise~ that any such inquiry
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should have been made by the committee, bec~use I twice stated
on the floor of the House, and I presume in the presence of the
members of the committee, that that part of the report was entirely erroneou8; that I had there referred not to Mr. Medill, but
to two other persons whose names I declined to give, when asked
by Mr. Vinton in the original debate. Both of these explanations
were made prior to the adoption of the resolution under which
the committeP. has been raised, and the House must have acted
with a full knowledge of what I did say on that occasion.
Th..at, as far as 1 made reference to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and his Bureau, is set forth substantially, and according to
my recollection verbally, as detailed in my first letter to the ' committee.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

.

T. L. CLINGMAN.

Hon. GEo. FRIES.

No.4.
HousE OF REPRESENTATIV.E s, January 9, 1849.
SIR: In reply to the communication embodying the wish of the
committee that I would give th£-m the names of any additional
witnesses known to me, I beg leave, respectfully to refer them to
- John F. Gillespie, of Madison, Tennessee, Hon . John H. Eaton,
Gen. Duff Green, S.C. Stambaugh, esq ., and David Taylor. There
are one or two other persons whose r esidence is unknown to me,
but should they come soon to the city, their names will be given
to the committee.
Very respectfull)t,

T. L. CLINGMAN.
Hon. GEo. FRIES.

No . 5.
OFFICE OF THE CHEROKEE CoMMISSIONERs,

Washington, October 18, 1844.
SIR: We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 16th instant, transmitting a communication from Mr.
Preston Starrett, addressed to the President of the United States,
requesting him to delay the departure of the ..Chero~ee_ commissioners for the west until they shall have finally apJ ud1cated all
the claims presented to them here.
We can conceive of no just ground of complaint on the part of
Mr. Starrett, as to the action of this board. He represents himself as an attorney for claimants, yet on our docket of 500 cases
his name is entered but in a single case as counsel, and that was
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acted on and dismissed on the 6th of August. If he has other interests than those of attorney in claims presented to us, we are not
aware of them. It is true, ~ifr. Starrett h.as moved for the re-opening and reversion (in perhaps two or three cases) of the decisons of
former boards of commissioners. We have at all times been willing
and ready to receive and d< cide all such cases as come within our
jurisdiction under the treaty, and the records of the office have
been at all times open to any party desiring to inspect them. We
have nearly closed our business here (with the exception of some
four or five claims involving consideration~ of high importance,
and requiring other than the ex parte evidence now before us.) These
cases we have deemed it expedient to suspend for further informa~
tion.
We have for the present declined the revision of the decrees of
former boards, apprehending that it might render this commission
interminable, when it is b·o lh the wish and policy of the Executive
to have it closed with the least possible delay. Anxious on our
part to comply with these views, we desire to close our business
here as soon as practicable, and depart for the Cherokee nation
west of the Mississippi.
We cannot close this communication without taking some notice
of a portion of .Mr. Starrett's letter to the President, in which he
makes imputations as offensive to this board as they are unjust
and malicious, as regards the head of the Indian Bureau. Mr.
Crawford's conduct, during our official intercourse with him, has
been of the most courteous and gentlemanly character. He has.
furnished us promptly, whenever requested to do so, with every information to be had in his office, nor has he on any occasion attempted to instruct, control or advise us as to our duties. The imputation, therefore, of his dictation to us and our submission to it,
is entirely without foundation and false.
We respectively ask that this communication may be laid before
the President.
We are, with high respect, your obedient servants.
G. WASHINGTON.
JOHN T. MASON.
To the Hon. WILLIAM "\VILKINS.

No.6.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office of Indian .11./fairs, .flugust 27, 1846.
GENTLEMEN: Having been appointed b.y the President of the
United States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
pursuant to a provision in the act makiug appropriations for the
Indian Department, approved 27th June, 1846, as commissioners,
under the 17th article of the Cherokee treaty of 1835-'36, and
having accepted of said appointment, it devolves upon this department to put you in possession of such documentary information as.

it po . . , ""S' which pertains to the duties entrusted to you.
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The various records and accompanying papers of the th-ree
boarrls which have preceded you are on deposite in this office, an
will be handed over to you on your signifying a wish to that effect.
From them yau will be able to inform yourselves of the extent o{
the action of your ~redecessors on the various claims submitted to
them, and which, if any, of those submitted have not been finally
disposed of.
The first board continued in session from December, 1836, to 5th
March, 1839. The second was in existence from November, 1842 7
to January, 184.4; and the third was commissioned in June, 1844 7
and expired by ]imitation of law on 17th June, 1845.
The accompanying copy of a communication from the department to Messrs. Carroll and Lumpkin, 1836 1 the copy of a communication from this office to the second board, of 28th September,
1842, to be found in House report, No. 391, 28th Congress, 1st session,
pages 17 to 24; and the enclosed copy of a letter from my predecessor, of 20th June, 1844, to the third commissioner, embody the views
of the department, at the respective dates, respecting the variou
classes of claims arising under the Cherokee treaty of 1835-'36.
Those views may be modified in some degree by the provisions of
the treaty recently made between the United States and the Cherokees; but as the law making provision for the organization of the
present commission provides for the reference of any case to the
Attorney General in which you may differ in opinion, it is not
regarded by tr1e department as necessary to give you special instructions In the premises. I refer you, however, to the House
document, above n~med, at page 58, for an opinion of Attorney
1
General Legare, respecting the jurisdiction of the com mi ssion, and
the duties of the executive offices in regard to the decisions of said
board, and suggest tliat you fully and free]y advise with this department on fhe several matters committed to you.
In view of the modification of cert~in parts of the treaty of
1835-'36, by that just ratified, and of the change conseqyent thereupon, it is deemed advisable by this deparment that no certificates
be issued by your commisson on the decrees you may make, until
you shall be informed by it that there is money in the treasury app1icable to their payment.
The compensation allowed the commissioners of the two preceding boards was $2,000 per annum each, and that of the secretaries $1,500. But the act of 1846, which provides for the appointment and organization of the present board, appropriates only
~7,000 for the expenses thereof for one year, including as well the
compensatiorr of the commissioners and secretary as the contingent
outlays which must necessarily attPnd their sittings. The department having no other means r1t its disposal which are applicable
to this object, your compensation is limited to such sum as the
saul $7,000 will afford, after deducting therefrom the net'essary
conting('nt expenses of the boarcl, and a rate of compensation to
the secretary, which shall be equal to one- half of that received by
~ach,of the commissioners; provided, however, that the_same shall
not exceed the rate of $3,000 per annum each.
4

-
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W. D. Miller, esq., of Texas, at present in this city", has been
appointed the secretary of your board, and will be directed to
report to you for duty.
Until otherwise directed by the President of the United States,
it is expected that you will sit in this city, and as the duration of
your appointment has been limited, it is necessary that you should
immediately organize and enter upon the discharge of your duti€s.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. MEDILL.
B. H. BREWSTER, Esq.,

Eow.

HARDIN,

Esq.,

Commissioners.

No.7.
[CoNFIDENTIAL.

J

CITY OF WASHINGTON,

Cherokee Commission Office, February 15, 1847.
SIR: The Cherokee commission commenced its sittings s-oon after
the 20th day of August last; but having decided several enormous
claims adversely to the claimants, they at once ceased to file them.
We then advertised in Washington, North Carolina, and in the
Cherokee country, that we would not receive claims, unless upon
cause shown, after the 25th day of December last, and up to that
time only about thirty-five claims had been filed; all of which we
had decided, except ~pon such as written applications had been
made, requesting that they should not be acted upon.
Now there are more than eight hundred claims upon the docket,
and we are informed upon good authority that above two thousand
are behind, involving, in the whole, the sum of at least four millions of dollars, which will not be filed, undt·r the belief that the term of the commission will expire before their claims can be
reaehed. Those kept back are mostiy from the west.
As far as we have gone, we have allowed only about 5 per cent.
of the claims preferred; and I arn .afraid that we have passed, even
at that rate, more than we ought to have done. Juuge, then, how
much nen·e and determination it requires to withstand the clamors
of the claimants; and their attoPneys, together with that of all
those to whom they are indebted in Washington for board, lodging, and washing; and, including brokers, shoemakers, tailors, &c.,
&c., &c., amountin~ to a little anny. And we are blamed for not
makir-1g decisions to en a hie them to pay their d el:.ts, by many,
when, in fact, they are living by the delay, and have filed requests
that their claims should not be decided upon.
The Congress have refused to extend the time of the commission, and have not even appropriated a sum sufficient to carry it
through the year; so that these unsettled claims will continue to
hang upon the government, to its great annoyance, pe1haps, for
many yt•ars to come. We do not wish to spin out the time of the
commission. Mr. Brewster is willing to quit it at any moment, and
·
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the secretary and myself are, by no means, wedded to it. But we
f~el that we have a great trust to discharge, and wish to perform
it with honor to ourselves and usefulness to the public.
I may be permitted to assert that the government never had a
more faithful or industrious commission; one more searching in
its inquiries, Jess operated upon by extraneous influences, or more
determined and inflexible in its course. I speak egotistically, but
authoritatively and boldly, because I defy contradiction and invite scrutiny.
The board began by recording its decisions at length upon e,·ery
case, to serve as a perpetual memorial that would settle this troublesome business forever. But we will have to leave it incomplete, or finished in such a manner, for want of time, as will be
unsatisfactory not only to the commission, but to all concerned.
The records are beautifully kept by the secretary, who is admirably fitted to the purpose, executing every part of his- duty
with unrivalled ability; and really we would feel proud to be enabled to end this complex and perplexed affair, in such a manner
as would. justify us in all of our conduct. But I fear that we
shall have to leave it unperfected, so that the claimants will yet
be crying out for justice, which they will say has been withhel.I
frQm them.
I have thought it not improper that I should make these disclosures to your excellency, hoping that it will be received in the
spirit in which it is made.
I have the honor to remain, most respectfully, your obedient
servant,
EDWARD HARDIN.
To his excellency JAMES K. PoLK,
President of the United States, city of Washington, D. C.
[Referred by President.]

No.8.
wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian .llffairs, .llpril 16, 1847.
SrR: It is very important that the claims before the board; of
which you are a member, should be disposed of, so that the depart·
ment may proceed with the settlement required to be made with
the Cherokees by the treaty of August, 1846, and be enabled,
finally, to adjust all questions of a pecuniary nature now pending
between these Indians and the United States. The interests of the
government, and the ·peace and harmony of these people, both require a speedy and final settlement of all such questions.
The commis~ion having been revived ''for one year and no
longer,"' it has been decided that it must terminate at the end of
the year for which yourself and colleague were commissioned,
notwithstanding, the additional appropriation made at the late session
of Congress. The year for which you were commissioned expires on
the 24th day of July next, when the department will proceed witn
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the settlement above referred to. The claims not passed upon by the .
board before that period will be either lost, or form the grounds then,
.or at some future time, of an application for sti1l another commission. Under these circumstances, in view of all the interests involved, of the well founded apprehensions of the claimants and of
the complaints they have made to the President, I am directed to
say that it is necessary that the board be constantly in session during the remainder of its term, if the business before it, or which
may yet be brought before it, be not sooner disposed of. I am
also requested to say that should it not be convenient for you to
attend, it is expected that you will give notice of that fact, in
order that such a course may be adopted as the exigency. of the
case, and the interests of the claimants and the government, may
seem to require.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. MEDILL.
B. H. BREWSTER, Esq.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

.

.

No. 9 •

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian .llffairs, .!Jpril 16, 1R47.
SxR: In order that you may be advised of the views of this department in relation to the period when the commission of which
you are a member will expire, and to the importance of the business before the board being disposed of prior thereto, I have fhe
l1onor to transmit for your information a copy of a letter this day
addressed to your colleague at PhiladeJphia on those subjects.·
Very respectfully, your ob't ~ervant,
W. MEDILL.
Gen. EDWARD HARDIN,
Commi8sioner, ~c., Wasl~ington, D. C.

No. 10.
No. 1 SANSOM STREET, J>HILADELPHIA.
To Hon. Mr. MEDILL.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your favo:r
of yesterday.
My intention was, before I received your letter, to be in Washington on Tuesday morning, to dispose of such cases as are now
prepared for action. On that day I will be there.
When I left Washington there were no cases on the docket which
were ready for examination that had not been finaUy disposed of.
It has been my determination and constant desire to bring the
duties of the commission to a conclusion, and I have thus far made
many efforts to induce claimants to prepare their cases for exami-.
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nation without success. If their cases were acted on, and dismissed
for want of preparation, as we have frequently done, we were complained of as being too hasty, and. when we suspended cases, after
written requests, we were accused of neglect and delay. My experience is, that nothing will give satisfaction to the claimants but a
liberal allowance of all the claims that were presented, and tliat I
am not prepa_red to do, unless they are within the terms of the
treaty, and supported by full and conclusive evidence.
If the cases are not prepared, and the parties still procrastinate,
I will feel it my duty to enforce the order long since issued·, and
take up all cases on the docket in their place, and dispose of them
finally, without regarci to any requests for continuance.
There has not been a time since the orgaaization of the commission that we ha~e not been in advance of the prepared business
before us.
I have the honor, sir, &c.,
APRIL 17, 1847.
BENJAMIN H. BREWSTER.

No. 11.
CITY OF WASHINGTON,

Cherokee Commissioner Office, .Jlpril 19,1847.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 16th instant; and al~o the copy of a letter of the
same date addressed to my coll~ague at Philadelphia, "in relation •
to the period when the commission of which I am a member will
expire, and to the importance of the business before the board being disposed of prior thereto."
l owe it to myself to state to you, that my attendance at the
office of the commission has be·en constant and unremitted from the
commencement of the sessions of the board to the present time, and
that no exertion on my part shall be wanting to fulfil the expectations of the government, or the claimants, in bringing this perplexed business to a final and speedy close.
Very respectfully, your ob't servant,
EDWARD HARDEN,
Cherokee Commissioner.
To Hon. W. MEDILL,
Commissioner of Indian .11/fairs, City of Washington, D. C.

No. 12.
May 10, 1847.
The undersigned, Cherokees, and who were ci1izens of the Cherokee nation when the treaty between the United States and that
nation of 1835-'6 was concluded, respectfully address your excelWASHINGTON,

1
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lency upon a subject deeply interesting to those concerned in its
faithful execution.
It is known to you that one of the most important considerations
which induced any portion of the Cherokees to sell their country,
was the provision made by the treaty for the "adjudication and
payment" of various claims held by many of the people against the
United States, for losses sustained by depredations upon their p::operty, and otherwi~e. When this consideration for the sale of
their country was agreed upon, the important question presented
itselt, "How shall these claims be adjudicated and paid ?" The
parties, after full discussion, agreed upon the tribunal, which was
inserted in the treaty, and afterwards ratified by the Senate, as follows, viz:
"ART. 17. All claims arising under and provided for in the several articles of this treaty, shall be examined and adjudicated by
such commissin.ners as shall be appointed by the President of the
United States, by and with the advice al)d consent of the Senate of
the United States, for that purpose, and their decision shall be
final; and on their certificate of the amount due, the several claimants sl1all be paid by the United States."
·

~

•

It is deemed unnecessary to trouble you with an exposition of the
proceedings of the tribunal, created by the above article, since first
organized, in November, 1836. The business of the Cherokee party
is now with the commissioners appointed by your excellency. The
claimhnts and those delegated to represent their interests here,
. have appealed to these commissioners from the time of the organization of the board, in August last, to rescind certain arbitrary and
oppressive rules adopted for the government of its proceedings.
From time to time they were induced to believe that their complaints would be 1isteneu to and their grievances redressed. All
hope, however, has now departed; and, as much as they regret the
necessity, they deem it to be a solemn duty they owe themselves
and to their absent Cherokee brethren, to protest against what they
conceive to be a violation of a sacred pledge made by treaty stipulations.
The undersigned now, therefore, earnestly appeal to your excellency for the prompt exercise of your constitutional duty, and pray
that you will cause the Cherokee treaty of 1835-'6 to be faithfully
executed, without further unnecessary and vexatious delay . . They
trust that they will not appeal to you in vain. A board of commissioners is now in existence, appointed to perform this duty.
This board has been commissioned for one year from the 24th of
July, 1846; and by a law of the last session of Congress, it is left
discretionary with the President to continue or discontinue the
commission. The Cherokee claimants are the deeply interested
party in tr~ proper application of this time. If it is improperly
consumed or wasted, they alone are the sufferers.
When the present commissioners organized, they publisheu a notice in the public papers that they would hold their session in the
~ity of Washington.
That the claimants or their attornies must
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prepare their ''testimony, declarations, statements and arguments
in writing, and file them with the secretary;" that when they were
once filed, they could :Hot, "on any pretext, thereafter be withdrawn;" and that on no account would the claimants or their counsel "be permitted to speak to the commissioners or to the secretary
on the subject of their claims!" The undersigned, who have for a
lifetime been acquainted, through personal intercourse, with Indian
character, and the mode of proceedings adopted universally by
commissioners appointed to transact business with them, could not
but view this singular announcement with surprise and regret. The
claimants yet remaining east of the Mississippi river genera1ly reside in North Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee. Those wh removed W€st, occupy a count v distant from Washington upwards of
two thousand miles! The western claimants were induced to believe that the new commissioners would be sent west to complete
the examit,ation of claims and take testimony, (according to the
rule adopted by their immediate predecessors,) after those were
a.djudicated here wherein the testimony h<-:d been already completed. But the first information they received of the organization of
the new commission was, that it would be located in Washington,
and the Ind·ian claimants must present their ''claims, stateme.nts
and arguments" in writing, prepared for ' adjudication. By this
rule, . every Indian who could not write, and write an argument, tofJ,
fit to be submitted to a technical court, sitting two thousand mile&
distant, must relinquish his claims altogether or employ counsel!!
The representatives of claimants here, however, were prepared
to submit numerous claims already prepared, east and west, by
virtue of full authority given by claimants; but they desired to
have an opportunity of presenting these claims, and reading their
statements and arguments to the board, IN SESSJoN, sitting in open
council, as was done before all t~e other commissioners appointed
nnder the same treaty, and in accordance with the rules adopted
by every judicial tribunal in the civilized worlJ. If latitude
should be given in any court to s 1itors or their counsel to explain
their written arguments and statements or the nature and character
of the testimony adduced, and permission granted to amend or sup ..
ply deficiency in proof, it surely ought to be extended to Indian
claimants, when the adverse party is a gre :tt and powerful nation,
in a suit to obtain a compliance with treaty stipulations, by the
weak from the stronger party; and more especially should this be
done, when the powerful party in the reference have selected the

referees to const,i tute the ttibnnal to try the issue!!
The Cherokees complain that the present commissioners refuse
to permit the claimants, or their counsel, to present their claims in
~he manner above indicated. Since the organization of the board,
In July last, these commissioners haYe not held one public session
for the examination of claims. The claims filed with the secretary,
according to the requirements of the commissioners, have heretofore
been sent to the PRIVATE room of one of them, and the ARGUMENTS THERE written out by this commissioner, rejecting these

claims, without the other commissioner having read the testimony,
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1tatements and arguments in Javor of them,- ha v~ been spread upon
the record as the decree of the board. Decrees, sir, from which,
by the terms of the treaty, there ca.n be no appeal. Thus have the
claimants and their counsel been deprived of all opportunity to explain any part of their evidence or argument, which might not be
intelligible to the board, or of correcting error or defect in either .
.IJ.nd, neither the decr.ees w!~en rendered, 'IW1' any of the proceedings
of the board upon the claims, are read to the cla·imants or their
tounHl, as has always been done by former commissioners! !
The nnde , signed have remonstrated against these unusual and unjust proceedings of the commis:-:ioners; but remonstraqce h'1~ been in
vait;~.
ne of the commissioners is, at least, one half of his time,
absent from the city on his private busir ess. During tLis time the
other commissioner performs no official duty. The time thus consumed is lost to the Cherokee claimants, and the delay it may
cause in the final settlement of their claims ca n be called little else
than an absolute denial of }ustice. In this condition, and after full
consultation among themselves, with those they represent, and
with the couni',iel lor others, the undersigne~l have formed the determination to in list upon. the rights secured to the Cherokees by
the treaty being now fully recognized and respected by the government of the United Slates. They solemnly protest against any
further waste of time and mon ey, intended by the Congress of the
United States, to effect a prompt and liberal settlem•·nt with· the
Cherokee Indians. That fhe commissioners must hold their sessions P\JBLICLY, ai1d grant the same facilities to claimants and their
counsel as have been granted by every similar tribunal known
to exist in this country. The undersigned, therefore) submit the
:following rules, which they ask your excellency to cause to be
adopted, as being indispensable to the faithful execution of the
treaty of 1835-'6.
'
1. That t ~. e commi~sioners, so long as they may remain in Washington, shall hold their sessions daily, in a suitable apartme.nt for
the accommodation of all the parties, from 10 o'clock, a. m., until
3 ocl0ck, p. m.; or during such time each day, as the other public
offices are kept open.
'
.
2. That the claimants and their counsel · shall have the right to
appear before the. board thus sitting in open council-submit and
read their statements, testimony and argum.ents, in each case, and
be permitt~d to make such explanations, and correct or supply such
defects and omissions in statements, proofs or arguments, as may
be required or deemed necessary in the course of reading such
papers.
The rule denying this right to the claimants and their counsel,
bas, heretofore, retarded the progress of business, and injuriously
affected their rights and interests. They insist, therefore, that it
be rescinded; and that they shall have the pri" ilege, ns gran ted by
all former commissioners, of reading and·· explaining, orally, the
testimony and arguments upon which they rely to sustain their
t:laims.
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It must be obvious to your excellency that, in this way, strict

justice to all parties could be more easily arrived at, and meted out;
and any attempt at imposition be more readily detected and exposed, than by the private and clandestine mode adopted by the
commissioners of causwg the claims to be filed with the secretary,
and of then exatnining in secret-first by nne of the com.missioners,
who writes out l~ii opinions, and afterwards reads them to the other
commissioner, who, upon them, and them alone, forms Ibis opinion
of the claims, and unites with his colleague . in rendering them as
DECREEs, which are to be final. This last act is performed in the .
room occupied by the commissioners as 'a public office; but on the
door a notice is posted, containing, in large letters, this ominous
warning: "positively no admittance."' Thus every opportunity· to
explain any ambiguity, or defect in the papers submitted, is cut off
by the commissioners; and the undersigned do solemnly declare
their belief, after the perusal of the decrees made in several cases,
that (according to the ground assumed by the commissioners, and
their reasoning upon i t) their decision rnu&t have been made differently, had an opportunity been afforded to supply the most trifling
omission or defect in the evidence, or m~. ke explanation that would
not have required five minutes time. But this privilege being denied, these ·claims were rejected by a technical application of rules
of evidence.
Your excellency wil I readily perceive, that by the reading of the
testimony and the arguments by the counsel, in open court, the
board wdl not only be able to elicit important information in reference to mime1·ous and important questions arising out of the various
treaties, which wi11 enable it to arrive at more just conclusions,
prevent impositions which may be attempted by fictitious claimants, (especially as heirs of reservees,) and be satisfactory to the
claimants; but it will be a great saving of time, provided it IS INTENDED that the 4ommissioners are to read and consider the testimony and arguments presented for their consideration, and they
do so separately and at different times!
·
'l'he commissioners, as your excellency is aware, were appointed
for one year. ~fore than three-fourths of that time has already expired, and the 3ppropri~tion is nearly exhausted, yet but few benefits l::ave been derived by claimants under the treaty since their appointment. The Glaimants and their counsel would not risk the
' . sacrifice of their interests before a tribunal sitting and decitiing in
SECRET! !-refusing to give or receive information respecting the
duties confided to them by 'their commission! In this way the prosecution of these claims has been greatly retarded, and time, which ·
is precious to the claimants, unnecessarily and wantonly wasted.
The claimants under the treaty have instructed their ~gents and
counsel to submit no longer to this abuse of a sacred duty confided

by treaty stipulations; and they now SOLEMNLY P]\OTEST against all
ft.trther adjudication of claims arising under the Cherokee treaty of
1835-'6, in which.they are interested, until the board of commissioners, created by the 17th article of that treaty, is so constructed as to
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conform to the rules above laid down; and they also insist, that
whenever a dec·ree is made in favor of a claim, that a certi.ficute im~
mediately be issued for the amount awarded, and tltat it bP. paid acc01·ding to law and treaty stipulations!
In every view of the case, they cannot butlook upon the present
proceedings of the board of commissioners, created. to fnlfil a long
negle<..:ted treaty obligation, as a solemn mockery of tlwt s ~zcred
duty! and they have to look to the Pre..!'ident now to apply theremerly, and cause the treaty to be promptly and faithfully executed.
The undersigned entertain also serious objections to the frequent declarations made by both of the commissioners, in reference
to the character of the claims, which they have been appointed and
sworn to examine and adjudicate (as independent and impartial
judges) upon principles of law and equity. They have pronounced
these claims fraudulent in advance of their examination; and those
connected with their prosecution have been also denounced as speculators, attempting to practice gross frauds unon the government.
The undersigned are constrained to say that this conduct does not
comport with the dignity of a jucltcial tribunal, established under
the s0lemn sanction of a treaty, expressly for the purpose of adjudicating 'Upon the claims thus denounced, (arising under that treaty,)
held by feeble, powerless Indian claimants against the government
of the United States. ,
Tn conclusion, the undersigned disclaim any intention to assail
either the capacity or integrity of Messrs. Brewster and Hardin, as
recognized in their commissions, signed by your excellency. They
may possess all the requ~sites, as accomplished lawyers, to adorn the
bench of your highest courts; but if they do possess the qualifications to constitute a tribunal to transact business with lnd,i ans, or
settle complicated and conflicting claims arising under an Indian
treaty, they have thus far, as we conceive, erred in their application. It is to their official proceedings we object. They refuse,
by the course they have adopted, to receive such in fo rmation as
would enable them to form a correct judgment, no matter how brilliant might be their abilities . We object also to the waste of at
least half the time allotted to the adjudication of claims as limited
by law, in consequence of the absence of one of the commissioners
and the inactivity of the other. This absence and consequ~nt waste
of time will . admit of no excuse, although one of the commission·
ers all~ges that he accepted his appointment on the express condition entered into with the President, that he might absent himself
whenever· his private business required his attention elsewhe1·e.
The undersigned, (bein';!' Cherokee citizens holding propedy in the
Cherokee nation at the date of the treaty of 1835-'6) now in the city
of WashiiJgton, were heretofore appointed at a meeting of all the
claimants and their coun~el and 1 epresentatives, as a delegation to
memorialize the President of the United States in relation to the
grievances above feebly portrayed. This measure is and was approved by every claimant, and every attorney and representative of
claimants, who does not prefer having his claims submjtted to the
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decision of a secret tribunal. A memorial was then (April 6, 1847)
prepared and read at a general meeting of all the counsel representing the claimants, and unanimously concurred in.
The memorial which gave a full history of the origin of the claims
arising under and provided for by the treaty of 1835-'6-of the greatimpo~tance, especially of the reservations granted by the treaty of
1817, in promoting the policy of the government at that period, by
the tendency of the measure to dissolve the nation east and discharge heavy obligations to Georgia and the other States, was not
presented to your excellency in consequence of the most solemn
assurances made by one of the commissioners to several of the
claimants and attorn'ies, that there should be a radica~ change made
in the proc eedings of the board as soon as his colleague ret?.trned
from Philadelphia. Desirous to forbe ar making any complaint,
whilst. the sli g hest rope of redress, without doing so, remained, the
undersigned agre-ed to withhold that paper. The absent commissioner, however, after an absence of four weeks and two days, returned to the city. He has been here (with the exception of the
absence of three or four days) upwards of two weeks, and the pledge
of his colleague lws not been redeemed. The cord of oppression,
instead of being slackened, is drawn, if possible, still tighter. The
undersigned, therefore, have been directed by the claimants and
representatives of claimants under the Cherokee treaty, to prepare
and present this appeal to you.
They respectfully and earnes.tly request that you will give it a
careful perusal and early consideration. Upwar s of eleven years
have lapsed since the Cherokee Indians ceded to the United
States all their ~ands east of the Mississippi river, and the stipulations of the treaty, providing for the\ payment of private claims,
(as the most important part of the consideration given for the lands)
have not yet been carried into effect by the United States. It now
remains for your excellency to direct this duty to be performed in
conformity with the ~ntention of the contracting parties, as ex.pressed by the letter and the spirit of the compact. But this cannotf8e done by the present commissioners, who are absent and idle
more than half their time-and then, when the absentee is recalled,
as he has bren lately, (officially,) h.is tern per, towards those who
complained of his absence, is exhibited in taking up the claims by
scores at a time, and deciding from fifteen to twenty in a single
night. Impartial and strict justice cannot be m•eted out by such
procedure, and hence this appeal to the Presjdent, whose duty it
is .to "cause the laws to be faithfully executed." It will also be
remembered by your excellency, that the claimants and their coun·
sel now in Washington are not the only complainants. A delegation, appointed by the chief and council of the Cherokee nation,
came to this city at the early part of last sessson, for the purpose
of presenting a large number of claims. prepared for submission
under the authorities of the nation. This delegation, (composed of
Messrs. Vann, McNair and Wm. P. Ross,) protested against the
action of the present commi . : sioners and have returned to the na-
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tion, taking w"ith them the claims, absolutely refusing to submit
them for adjudication.
Very respectfully, we are, your friends,
RICHARD FIELDS,

W. L. HOLT,
J. M. BRYAN,
Cherokees of tl~e nation west.
J. K RODGERS,
PRESTON STARRETT,
JNO. A. POWELL,

Cherokee citizens of the nation east in 1835-'6.
To his Excellency the PRESIDENT

of the United States.

No. 13.
wAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS,

June 2, 1847.
GENTLEMEN: I enclose you a copy of a
was recently addressed to the President, and
Department, for your examination and such
proper to make.
•
I have the honer to be, very respectfully,

communication which
by him referred to this
answer as you may see
your obedient servant,

W. i\IEDILL.
Messrs. HARDIN and BREWSTER,

Commissione1's under the Cherokee treaty.

No. 14.
WASHINGTON CITY, June 9, 18~.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your no\e
dated 2d June, enclosing "a copy of a communication recently'
addressed to the President, and by him referred to this (your) Department for your (our) examination, and such answer as you (we)
may see proper to make."
Since we are not required by the President to reply to the communication you en~losed, for myself, I will not volunteer to answer a paper containing such silly accusations and misrepresentations.
As you have been made the channel of communication between
the President and the commission, as such, I will inform you that
I do not doubt but that it will be able to complete its duties by
the expiration of its official year and term; but if my conduct as
an officer has been the cause of the slightest annoyance to the
President, I hope that he will supply my place with some one with
whom he will be better satisfied. If, on the other hand, he has
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reason to think that I have been guihy of official misconduct, I de ..
sire that he shall cause an investigation to be made that the truth
may be known.
Having accepted the place, I have felt that my task should be
co,mpleted before I could voluntarily withdraw with credit, or I
should have long since relinquished the commission; as it is, I do
not desire to hold it for a day beyond its present term, and not for
an hour of that if my official conduct is in any way exceptionable
to the President, from whom I received the commission, and to
whom only I am officially responsible.
·
I have the honor, sir, to be, with respect, &c.,

BENJ. H. BREWSTER,
Commissioner undt;r the Cherokee treaty of 1835-·' 36.
To WilL MimiLL, Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian .llffairs.

No. 15.
CH:i.ROKEE CoMMISSIONER OFFicE,

17th June, 1847.

IR: In answer to the ~omplaint of the persons calling themselves CherokeE- claimants, dated on the lOth ultimo, and transmitted to the board by you with letter of the 2d instant, addressed to
the President, and referred by him to the War Department, against
the action and conduct of the Cherokee commissioners, I have for
myself only to say, that an unimpeached character of more than
thirty years standing in various important public stations, recog ..
nized anti approbated by all Georgia, and the record of the adj tldications of the board, is all that I feel called upon to urge in my
defence.
,
The true ground of complaint is not alleged by the complain nnts;
it is, that the commission has stood up and decided against a mass
o~ claims, blotched and blistered with fraud, and which, if admitted, would have taken from the public treasury millions of dollars,
for the benefit of persons wholly unentitled to compensation of any
kind or amount.
I have the honor to remain, very respectfully,
·
Your obedient servant,

E'DW ARD HARDEN,
Cherokee Commis.sio'n er.
To W. MEDILL, Esq.,
Com''r of Indian .IJ.ffairs, City of Washington, D. C.

'

'
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No. 16.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian .!lffairs, June 23, 1847.
GENTLEMEN: The Secretary of War has referred to this office
your communication of the 21st instant, enquiring whether a clerk
can be furnished to aid your secretary in recording, in order to
close up the records of the commission by the t1me it expires on
the 24th of the next month.
As one of the gentlemen of this office is now absent on public
business, and two others on leave, one of its clerks could not well
be spared; but as it is important that the whole of the business of
the commission should be arranged and disposed of by the time it
terminates, you are authorized to .employ such cleric.al assistance
as you may find necessary for the purpose, an account for which,
at $3 per day, will be allowed and paid, as a part of the contingent
expenses of the board. Should you, howe.ver, not be able to procure a suitable assistant, this office will detail one of its clerks,
though the busine~s in his charge should, in the mean time, have
to lie over.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. MEDILL.
EDWARD HARDEN & BENJ. H. BREWSTER, Esqs .,
I

Commissioners, frc., Washington City.

No. 17.

I A.-See testimony

I

of G. Jf. Bibb.J

WASHINGTON, Sept. 7, 1847.
On yesterday I made application, as counsel for various of the
Cherokees, whose claims have been adjudicated by the Board of
Commissioners, under the 17th article of the treaty of New Echota,
of 1835-'6, for an inspection of the records of that court established
by the treaty. That application was not granted, on the ground
that the hooks, papers, and records, were in trunks, unopened, and
that various applications of like kind had been refused. · I then
asked, as of right, to inspect those public records, and was told to
put the application in writing. I now make the application, as
matter of right, to inspect tnose decisions, for the purpose of
ascertaining the nature, and extent, and principles of the adjudications, and the manner of obtaining redress for the individuals whose
claims have been rejected.
Those records are pu hl ic property, as well of the United States
as of the Cherokees; they concern private interests of the Cherokees, as well as the honor and good faith of the United States, and
cannot be rightfully hidden under a bushel.
Yours, &c.,
GEO ..M. BIBB.

To the Commissioners of Indian .11./fairs.
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No. 18.
[B.-See testimony of G. M. Bibb.]
VVAR DEPARTMENT,

Office of Indian .llffairs, SeptfJmber - , 1847.
StR: I have had the honor to receiye your letter of the 7th instant,
in which you make "application as a matter of right, to inspect the
records of the decisions" of the Cherokee commissioners, "for the
purpose of asce,rtaining the nature, extent, ~ad principles of the
adjudications, and the manner of obtaining redress for the individuals whose claims have been rejected," and pressing business
before the office has, I regret to say, until this time delayed my
answer.
The books and papers in question, filling some five large trunks,
were deposited in this office by ~Iessrs. Harden and Brewster, the
late eommissioners, appointed under the 17th article of the treaty
of 1835-'6, and are placed in one of the rooms appropriated fo.r
matters not immeuiately connected with the eurrent business of the
bureau. Could I spare the time from the important and necessary
duties that are now pressing upon me and occupy my almost undi~
vided attention, it would give me great pleasure to accompany
and aid you in the examination you propose, if the interests of your
clients eould thereby, in a~y way, be promoted, or the slightest
favor or kinrlness b'e conferred upon yourself. But as you base the
demand on 'Yh~t you conceive_ to be :your right, and which, though
apparently lumted to a mere mspechon of the records, necessarily
involves the duty, on my part, of either surrendering the possession or making out and furni~hing copies of these numerous nd
voluminous documents to every o e who may desire the same, the
case is very materially changed, and I must, therefore, as at present
ad visf'd, most repectfu lly decline your request.
The claimants (and it is in their right you apply) have always
taken the ground that the board of Cherokee commissionPrs was a
separate and distinct tribunal, and that their papers, as a consequence, formeJ no part of the recor s of this office, and that they
are placed here, as on other occasions, merely for convenience and
safe keeping. And w?atever may have been the ~ractice or usage
of the department dunng the first years of the sesswns of the several Chtrokee boards, the principles now established, and which
have been in force since the passage of the joint resolution of June
15, 1844, would seem to relieve this office from any such duty as
is now ~ought to be imposed on it. ·
·
A brief examination of the relations existing between these boards
and the departmrnt, and of the action of Congress and of this office
in reference to them, will €Xhibit fully the propriety of the course
now taken. 'Indeed, it is doubtful whether this office can, without
a violation of trust, tither furnish copies of, or surrender, the records an.i pa,pe-rs of the commissioners for inspection, other than
of such of them as have been properly transferred to the files of
this office, by reference of the President, or by being directly com-
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municateJ to the bureau by the commissioners themselves. To part
with the possession of the-se documents, except on the order of the
President, or of Congress, would, in my judgment,. be manifestly
wrong, as I ~hall proc~e~ to ~how; .and to ~~~e copies .of them,
would, even 1f proper tn 1tself, requtre an 'addttlonal clencal force
in the office.
·At no time since the appointment of the first board under the .
treaty, so far as the records of this office indicate, has this depart- ·
ment assumed any control or direction of the adjudications of that
tribunal; but from t~e first, the board has be.en regarded as possessed of independent and exclusive authority t0 the extent of the
jurisdiction created and defined by the treaty itself. It is true that
suggestions from t~e depart~nent touching the mode of their proceedings, and the views of th1s office on the various questions arising
before the board, have, upon the request of the commissioners themselves, been freely communicated from time to time, but almost invariably with special reference to the exclusive authority and power
of the board over the subjects of adjudication. And the only question ever entertained here, was one involving alone the extent of
their jurisdiction;. the. department., f?r a time,, treating this as a matter for its determmatlon, and claumng the nght, unJer the general
powers conferre? on it by law, t? exam~ne the decisions of the
commissioners w~th ~ef.erence !o th1s questiOn alone. Subsequently,
however, even th1s hnnted action of the department was materially
affected, if the revision of the cases was not altogether abandoned,
under the opinion. of the Attorney General of August 27, 1838,
to be found in the document containing the opinions of the Attorneys General at large, in which it was held that the board of Cherolt.ee commissioners constituted a tribunal i.ndependent of the War
Department, ,vhose ue~isions we e not matters that concerned its
official powers and duties. But whatever doubt remained in relation to the precise character and extent of the powers of the Cherokee board, the action of Congress upon the general subject, at
its sesc:;ion of 1843-'4, fixed the nature of the relations of this office
with said board, and established the fact-upon which the action
of the bureau has since been predicated-that with the proceedings of said b~ard, its decrees, or e~en with the question of its
jurisdiction, th1s department had nothmg whatever to do. .By re ...
ference to Executive Do?ument No. 93, 3d session 27th Congress,
may be seen the memonal o.f the Cherokee claimants, in which
they complain ?f the alleged mterfere?c~ of the department in the
affairs and actiOn of the board, and ms1st that "the powers conferred on the board [by the treaty] are supreme, and that from
their decision there can be no appeal to another tribunal; that no
other officer or tribunal constituted by this government can direct
their action in· the adjudication of any claim arising under the
_treaty; and that, upon their ce.rtificate of t~e a~ount found due
each claimant, they shall be pa1d by the Umted States;" and the
deliiJerations of Con~n~ss, found~d. upon this .and similar memorials,
resulted in the adoptiOn of the JOmt resolution before referred to,
which, passing not only wholly by the Office of Indian Affairs, but
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the Department of War itself, directe
he Secretary of the T'l'easury to pay the certificates of the Che
ee commissioners!
In the reports of the majority and minority of the Committee of
Indian Affairs of the House of Representative~, 28th Congress, 1st
session, (No. 391,) this whole subject was fully brought to the
particular notice of Congress, and that body acted in the premises
with a thorough knowledge of the previous course of this department with eference to the adjudications of the Cherokee board;
and the enactment which followed these deliberations was of a
character (having been adopted upon the recommendation of the
minority of the committee, and in opposition to the suggestions of
the majority) to put at rest all uncertainty as to the exelusive and
final authority of the board over all matters brought before it
under the treaty; and, since the passage of said resolution, this
office has declined invariably even to exercise its ordinary administrative action upon the awards of the board. In the report of the
majority of the committee, of March 24, 1844, it is stated that "the
object of the resolution referred to, fthe same in substance afterwards adopted] then, is to com pel the Executive Department to
pay" the certificates issued by the board of commissioners upon
the ground that their decision is final, and not subject to
any revision by the Department; and the committee, afte:t
citing instances of allowance in which, in its opinion, the commissioners transcended their jurisdiction, recommend the rejection
of said resolution-insisting that the interests of the United States,
as well as of those of the claimants whose cases had not been acted
on, alike justified and demanded a careful and scrutinizing examination of the claims decided upon by the commissioners, before
payment of their awards. From these views of the majority of the
committee, (for the document at length see vol. 2, reports 1843-'4,
No. 391,) the minority, consisting of the Hon. Messrs. Foot,
Bidlack, Hunt and Vanmetre, dissented; and in a separate report,
in which-after controv·erting the positions and arguments of the
majority, and insisting that the action of the commissioners was
final; that they possessed "supreme power over the adjudication of
all claims arising under the treaty;" that the board was a tribunal
independent of all connexion with or control by the War Department, or any other distinctly constituted authority-the committee
use the following emphatic language :
"More than six years li\ive elapsed since the Cherokee party to
the treaty complied with its part of the compact, by a relinquishment of every acre of the ceded lands; and the other party (the
United States) is imperiously called llpon to fulfil its part of it.
The claims arising under the several articles of the treaty, yet remaining unsettled: must be adjudicated and paid; and, in the Ian ..
guage of President Van Buren, these claims 'can only be adjudicated by a board of commissioners appointed under the 17th article
of the Cherokee treaty.' There must be a .final decision somewhere;
and all that is aS'ked is, that it be left with the tribunal to which
.the trust was confided by the treaty. If this is not done, then every
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claim rejected by the boar
its former and late sessions can be
appealed to the Executive
Congress, or to the councils of the
Cherokee nation, and the execution of the treaty will be interminable. The undersigned must also observe, that, although the
power conferred upon a board of commissioners by the treaty is a
high and imposing one, yet, it is to be presumed, such commissioners, appointed by the President and Senate of the United
States-men selected for their 'fidelity, integrity and ability,' bearing the whole weight of responsibility-can be intrusted with this
power with as much safety to the CherGkee interests, and to the
treasury of the United States, as a Secretary of War or a Commissioner of Indian Affairs. And it might be presumed further, from
the testimony before the committee, exhibiting the careful examination of the late commissioners, that, if the claim of John Ross
had been submitted to that tribunal for adjudication, it would have
been r'ejected and $581,346 saved to the treasury. The undersigned,
therefore, beg leave respectfully to recommend to the House the
adoption of the following resolution:
' "Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives, That the
Secretary of the Treasury be directed to pay, or cause to be paid,
the several sums found due to claimants under the Cherokee treaty
of 1836, upon the certificates issued, or which may be issued, by
the board of commissioners appointed in pursuance of the 17th ar- ·
t:cle of said treaty, out of the unexpended balance of appropriations made for the payment of such claims, upon the presentation
of said certificates." fSigned by the four gentlemen before named.]
Congress, by adopting this resolution, thus recommended by the
minority of the committee, endorsed in an especial manner the
Yiews and positions of their report; and thus decided, in a manner
not to bt> misunderstood, that the Cherokee board of commissioners
was an indep~ndent tribunal, whose action and proceedings were
exclusive and final upon the subjects. and matters before it, and
that from its judgm ..nt and decrees there was no appeal. It follows, as a matter of course, that the books and papers of the commissioners are the records of a court or tribunal of exclusive jurisdiction; and that this department has no power to authenticate
copies of their proceedings, and much less to allow their indiscriminate inspection, for the purpose, emphatically denied by Cong-ress, of reversing the action of the board by appeal either to the
department or to Congress. The committee and Congress say,
"there must be a final decision somewhere, and all that is asked
[by tbe claimants_j is, that it be left with the tribunal to which the
trust was confided by the treaty. If this is not done, then every
claim rejected by the board at its former and late sessions can be
appealed to the Executive or to Congress, or to the councils of the
Cherokee nation, and the execution of the treaty will be interminable." And yet, after the enactment of a law taking all power
over matters before the board from the department, and after the
reorganization of a fourth board-subsequently, too, to the passage
of said resolution, which tribunal continued in session at the Capi~ol of the United States for twelve months-this office !s applied to
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to allow, as matter of right, an inspection of the records of said
board, for the avowed and express purpose of obtaining by appeal
"redress for individuals whose claims have been rejected"-a right
denied not only by the claimants themselves in their memorial to
Congress, but solemnly negatived by the deliberate decision of
Congress. Were this, and similar applications now b&fore the
offiL:e, to be granted, it might well be said, almost in the language
of the minority of the committee, "then every claim rejected by the
board, &c., can be appealed to the Executive or to Congress, &c.,
and the execution of the treaty will be interminable." But without
reference to the pu1·pose of your application to inspect the papers
and records in question, as I have already intimated, this office
cannot assume the right or authority, denied by the plainest interpretation of the views of Congress, as expressed in the report just •
quoted, to furnish copies or Si.Hrender for inspection the books, &c.,
of a tribunal wholly independent in its jurisdiction, and which
books and papers are the exclusive ar,chiv"'S of said board, and have
been mtrely deposited for safe keeping in this office, and whi~h
form no part of its own or the department's files and records. Their.
mere custody can confer no authority to authenticate a transcript
of the proceedings of the board; these records do not constitute
any portion of the res ge§tCE of any business before the deprHtment; but are, in fact, the res adjudicata of a competent and distinct tribunal. It is not only questionable whether, without the
special agreement of the parties to be affected, 'the authentication
of the copy of said records by this department would be admissible in any court, but it is more than probable that s;uch a copy
would not be allowed to be read as evidence. And, as in other cases
which have occurred from time to time, where no such power of
authentication was 1odged by law, (the tribunals whose records
were to be certified having become functug o.fficii,) it may require
legal provision to be made to make copies of these records evidence before the courts of the country. Whatever inconvenience
may arise from this state of things-the power to authenticate copies
of these reco'rds being a casus omissus, only to be cured by lawthis department can now afford no rehef. Its certificate and seal,
in my opinion; could have no more weight, when attached to a
transcript of the records of the Cherokee commissioners, than they
would have if appended to an exemplification of the proceedings
of a board to settle claims under conventions or treaties with a
foreign government.
The report of their proceedings made by Messrs. Hardin and
Brewster, the commissioners, to the Presi1ient, and by him referred
to this office to be pia ced on its files, is properly before the office for
ordinary use and reference, and a copy of this document, or such
portions of it as refer to particular cases, can be furnished to persons interested in said cases, and in reference to any request for
trans\'!:ripts of said report, properly preferred, it will afford me
pleasure to furnish them. But as the records and papers of the
commissioners are merely in my custody, as before stated, for safe
keeping, I have no such authority over them; and am, therefore,
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constrained to decline granting the application made by you in
your letter of the 7th instant.
J am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. MEDILL.

Hon. GEORGE M. BIBB,

Attorney at law,
Washington, D. C.

No. 19.
ATHENs, GEORGIA, September 25, 1847.
SIR: I send yon herewith encl()sed the copy of a letter received.
yesterday from Colonel Starrett. I have thought it proper to communicate it to you, as you seem to be considered as particeps criminis. I shall not request the publication to be sent to me by Colonel Starrett, but should be glad to know what they are doing- upon
the occasion from time to time; perhaps my friend Mr. Mullay
miaht take the trouble to keep me informed.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servantt

EDWARD H·ARDEN,
Late Cherokee Commissioner.
To the Hon. W. MEDILI.,

Commissioner of Indian .litfairs, Washington, D. C.

[Enclosure of No. 19.]

WASHINGTON CITY, September 20, 1847.
DEAR SIR: "I had, before you ]eft, commenced publishing some of
the enormities practiced in the execution, or rather the non-execution, of the treaties of 17, 19, and 35 by I the] Executive government, and the different boards of commissioners acting under and
in obedience to instructions from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. I shall in a few days make another publication, and eontinue by numbers until I complete a full and fair history of the whole
matter, ending with the proceedings of the last board of which you
were a member. Now, if you wish it, you shall have a paper,* containing each number as published. I make this offer to you, because of the opinion entertained of you by General Rusk; as the
forthcoming numbers will contain the reasons given by yourself,
and also the reasons assigned by Mr. Brewster for obeying the instructions of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, particularly in relation to the issuance [issuing 1 of certificates on decrees. I am
willing to afford you the earliest opportunity of making any reply

• I suppose the "National Whig."-E. H.
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you may wi5h to make, provided you signify your wish to receive
a copy. You and the department were both greatly mistaken, in
supposing that Cherokee claims were " finally put to rest." The
matter will again be brought to the notice of Congress, and if I can
procure a committee authorized to call for persons and papers, I
will establish every syllable of what I shall publish; if so, I know
that neither Congress nor the public will approve of the course
pursued by the Indian B.ureau or the_ board. I cannot but attach
much blame to you; you had a general knowledge of the sufferings of
those claimants; and you will WE'll remember what your declarations were while your nomination was yet pending for confirmation
before the Senate, as well as after confirmed [confirmation l in relation to many of the questions in valved fin] some of the claims,
gold mines, reservations, rejected claims, &c., &c., &c., and your
action on those same points and cases can be now s~en by your
decrees.
With due respect,

PRESTON STARRETT.
Gen. Enw ARD HARDEN,
Jlthens, Georgia.

J'anuary 31, 1849.
SIR: In answer to your communication of the 26th instant, I
have the honor to state that the books and papers of the various
boards of commissioners, appointed under the 17th article of the
treaty of 1835-'36, with the Cherokee Indians, were, immediately
after the last board had completed its labors, in July, 1847, deposited, by the direction of the President of the United States, in
one of the rooms in this department, occupied by the Indian
Bureau as a place of safety for records and papers. not necessary to
be referred to in the transaction of the ordinary current business
of that office.
Those documents were not deemed or considered by me as constituting any portion of the records or files of the Indian Bureau,
nor did I regard the order of the President in directing them to
be deposited in that bureau, as imposing any other duty on the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs than that of seeing that they were
properly preserved as archives of the government.
The report of the commissioners to the President, stating that
they had acted on all the business before them, and setting forth
the result of their determination in each case, was placed on the
:files of the department, and exhibited to any person in any way interested in the action of the commissioners.
In September, 1847, when, as it is stated, Judge Bibb made the
application referred to, these records and papers were, as before
stated, in the custody of the present Commissioner of Indian Affairs; and his course in refusing applications for an indiscriminate
WAR DEPARTMENT,
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inspection of the records, and of the commissioners, met my ap·
proval, and was in consonance with the directions I had given in
regard to them. When a desire, however, was manifested by individuals to examine the records with a view to ascertain the detailed action on a particular claim, or particular claims, I did not
hesitate, on being satisfied of its propriety, to give a written authority to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to exhibit the records to applicants. It is probable t at like authority would
have been given to him if he hacl made such an application.
The files of the department show that Commissioner Crawford
considered himself as merely the depositary for the safe keeping
of the records and proceedings of the forme r boards under the
same treaty which he had in his possession after these boards had
terminated their labors, and that lie took the same course as to withholding them from indiscriminate examination. My views of the
course which I felt it my duty to take in the matter are truly set
forth in the letter of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated
the 2d of August, 1848, to the Hon. H. V. Johnson, chairman of
the select comm~ttee of the Senate on Cherokee claims, a copy of
which is herewith transmitted. Should the committee desire to
have the above facts stated under oath, I will, on notice, appear
before it for that purpose.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. L. MARCY,
Secretary of War.
Hon. GEoRGE FRIEs,
Chairman, 4-c., f;c.

[Enclosure of No. 20.]
wAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian .11./fairs, .llugust 2, 1848.
SxR: In compliance with the request in your letter of the 31st
ultimo, I have the honor to transmit herewith the copies of two
papers requested by you, being a memorial addressed to the President on the lOth May, 184 7, by Richard Fields and others, complaining of the conduct of the last commissioners, under the 17th
article of the Cherokee treaty of 1835-'36, Messrs. Harden and
Brewster, and a letter from this office, April 16, 1847, to Mr.
Brewster. In justice to the office and to the commissioners, I have
deemed it not improper to send also the other papers which accompany those asked for.
In relation to the "books and papers of the different boards of
commissioners, under the Cherokee treaty of 1835 and 1836, I
am instructed by the Secretary of War to say that they are very
numerous, ancl. embrace the evidence of allowances to a large
amount, as well as the proceedings of the various boards appointed
under the 17th article of the treaty referred to. They were deposited for safe keeping in the War Department, by direction of the ,
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President, and their safety is essential to the interests of the
United States as well as of numerous individuals. They are easily
lost or destroyed, and their removal to the Senate, unless placed
in the special care of some one to be appointed for that purpose,
would probably endanger their safety. The Secretary thinks that
the committee were not aware of the voluminous and important
character of the papers, or they might probably have chosen to
pursue the usual course of examining them in the department:
1 am desired further to say' that if the committee should see
proper to call at the department, a room for the time being would
be appropriated to their use, and the books and papers called for
all be laid before them. A clerk would also be detailed, if desired,
to assist them in their inquiries, and any other facility afforded
them which might be necessary o desirr.ble. A repl)' is respectfulJy requested.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. MEDILL.
Hon. H. V. JoHNSoN,

Chairman, Select Committe on Cherokee claims.

